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By Decisive Vote 16 to' 7 Ex.

eludes that Paper's Present
Representative.
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.... THE HOUSE.
a
Twentietn Bay Afternoon oessiun.
The House was called to order at 3
o'clock this afternoon by Speaiter
Baca, all members being present, except Mr. Aldrich of McKiniey County,
absent by leave. Several bills were
Introduced the substance of which will
be reported by the New Mexican tomorrow In Its account of the proceedings.
The following resolution, introduced
by Representative Sanchez of San
Miguel County, was passed by a vote
of 16 to 7:
and
Whereas the representative
Albuquerque
corespondent of the
Morning Journal, since the convening of the present Legislative Assembly, 'has persistently made inaccurate
and untruthful reports of the proceedings of this body, and has apparently
intentionally misrepresented the attitude and public utterances of Individual members of this body concerning pending matters of legislation and
otherwise.
Therefore, be it resolved, by the
House- of Representatives of the Thlr- Legislative Assembly of
New Mexico:
That the present representative and
correspondent of said Albuquerque
Morning Journal, be, and lie is hereby excluded from the floor and galle
ries of this House during the remain
der of the wresent session, and, that
said Albuquerque Morning Journal
be. and it is hereby, respectfully re
quested to provide itself with a cor
respondent who can be relied upon
to truthfully and accurately report
the proceedings of this body.
'
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Thaw replied:
Wanted White Prosecuted.
"Providence took charge of it. This
was the !ct of Providence. For my
part I wouUV rather have had him suffer the humiliation that a revelation
of lils acts in court would have
caused."
Appealed to District Attorney.
Thaw then told Dr. Evans that he
had gone to see Anthony Comstock,
District Attorney Jerome and a private detective agency in an effort to
bring White into court. He said
Jerome told him that he had better
let the matter drop as there was nothing to it. He declared the matter
was brought tip, but was never submitted in a proper report.
As to Anthony Comstock he said
that he discovered that Delancy
Nicoll, an attorney, was acting as the
legal adviser for both White and
He regarded tills as another
link in tbe conspiracy against him.
Carried Pistol for Thugs.
Thaw said that he carried a pistol
on the advice of Roger Omara, a Pittsburg detective, after thugs had jostled
him several times and tried to pick
a Hanoi with him.
He said these
thugs were the agents of White, and
that they planned to get him Into a
quarrel and then beat or kick him
to death.
Sudden Change of Attitude.
The witness next described his third
visit to Thaw. He sairl that Thaw
refused to have anything to do with
Mm this time and the visit was therefore very brief.
Another Insanity Expert on Stand.
Dr. Charles G. Wagner, superintendent of the state hospital for the insane at Binghampton, New York,
was then called to the stand, as when
be was on the stand previously he
was not allowed to relate his conversations with Thaw. He was
to tell these.
Told Wagner Same Story.
Dr. Wagner
told practically the
same story as Dr. Evans and agreed
with Dr. Evans' conclusion that
Thaw's idea was that lie was acting
as an agent of providence in killing
White.
Wanted to Introduce Will.
At the conclusion of Dr. Wagner's
testimony Attorney Delmas said that
he would like to introduce certain
parts of Thaw's will.
District Attorney Jerome said that if
any of the will was offered In evidence
that all of it would have to go in, as
there were certain elements in handwriting, etc., which would liave to
be considered by the jury. This Indicated that Jerome would no longer
oppose the introduction of the will.
At this point a recess was taken
until afternoon.
Will Formally Introduced.
District Attorney Jerome this after- Uit
provisioh In TltaW s
the sum of $50,000 for the prosecution
of any persons who might be sus
o
pected of having, caused his aeath
violence.
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New York, Feb. 18.. A dispatch to
New York, Feb. 18. What threat- Concerning House Bill Number 1.
Highland Light, Mass., Feb. 18.
Herald
the
that
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from
says
to be an open rupture among the
off
Beacli
this
ned
introduced by Representative
a
point
a
resolu
heavy gale
During
afternoon the House passed
of war against the lawyers engaged to defend Harry K.
which passed the House by a vote of
today four heavily laden barges were open signed threats
tion, excluding the present correspond
17 to 7 and which is generally known
driven upon the rocks and wrecked, United States are now being made Thaw, on trial for the murder of,
ent of the Albuquerque Morning
drowned.
It throughout the island by members of Stanford White, was patched up last
as the District Attorney bill, he Atheir crews
being
.Journal from 'the floor and galleries
is believed that about twelve per- the Llberay party, who have become evening and it is now probable that
lbuquerque Fakir in last Saturday's isof the House of Representatives be
sue editorially says:
sons perished as only two of the impatient over the delay of the with- for the remainder of the trial there
cause of the libellous, untruthful and
"Public sentiment in tills section of
entire crews of the four. vessels man- drawal of American troops from the will he at least an armed truce among
Inaccurate reports of the doings of
Island.
the counsel for the defense.
the Territory, in opposition to the
aged to reach shore.
this branch of the Legislature furGiven Everything But Control.
Delmas Threatened to Quit.
pending District Attorney Bill, in the
Barges in Tow of Tug.
nished by said correspondent during
The leaders of the Liberal party
It looked for a time as if the trouble
The four barges were in tow of
Legislature, is growing stronger every
the present session of the Legisla
the tug Valley Forge, but in the heavy have been given everything in the had reached the stage where Attorney
The more the people look into
day.
ture, The resolution requests that
the matter and the more they see of
gale broke loose and drifted towards island by the' United States, except Delphin M. Delmas, the famous crim
paper 'to provide a truthful cor
the devious ways resorted to by the
the shore. The barge Glrard, laden absolute control, but notwithstanding inal lawyer of California, who so far
respondent for tbe remainder of the
t
machine to beg, buy or
with coal was the first to be dashed this they are becoming Impatient and has practically had entire supervision
session,
votes In favor of it, the move (irmly
it conductling the defendant's side
upon the rocks, sinking almost im- have demanded immediate evacuation
THE COUNCIL.
of the case, would withdraw, but. it is
are they convinced that the motives
mediately. The two sailors who es- of all American troops now in Cuba.
Twentieth Day Morning Session
now believed that matters were setWould Go to War.
the
behind the movement are of such a
caped with their lives were aboard
to adjournment,
Pursuant
The conservative classes in the tled in such a way that, he will go
this vessel.
reprehensible character that no man
Council- was called to order at 10
island have offered the suggestion on with the case.
Driven Ashore by Wind.
with any regard for the good name ot
o'clock this morning, President Spiess
Mrs. William Thaw Interceded.
the Territory ought to have anything
The chaplain offered
Shortly after 11 o'clock three other that the establishment of ati Amerin the chair.
r ican
Tt is said that Mrs. William Thaw
lighthouse-keepeto do with it."
Protectorate over the island
the Invocation and the chief clerk read
Representative Abbott of Santa Fe barges were sighted by the
By the above the Albuquerque Fakir
driving ashore on Peaked Hill might be resented bitterly, but the deserves the credit for patching up
the roll. AH answered present
has half a dozen more petitions from
she
means that public sentiment in its
Mr. Dalies and Mr. Richards, Torrance County precincts protesting bar and an hour later they were Liberal papers openly assert that he trouble between the attorneys,
a
office, and of the
and
absent owing, to illness and Mr. against any change of the county seat thrown on the bar by the heavy break- either annexation by the United States nterceding and making personal plea
differences
land sharks who own the paper as
He has already pre ers and in a few moments went to the or the establishment of an American for them to, sat aside their
Miera, who did not reach the city in from Estancla.
well as of a few officials in Santa Fe
protectorate would immediately be and work in unison for the acquittal
time for the morning session, from sented eleven in the House and they bottom, carrying all on board.
be
of her son.
Will
followed by open war.
Loss
on
who desire to rule or ruin are opposed
of
Committee
Heavy.
the
in
hands
his home in Sandoval County.
are
the
to the passage of the measure. It
The entire cargoes of the four
Rupture Would Hurt Defendant.
Council Bill Number 47, was intro- County and County Lines.
Then again It was realized by those
means that a few Democratic and yelduced by Mr. Sargent, an act providbarges were lost and it is feared the
SENDS
ALBUQUERQUE
mainconnected with the case, that a dislow newspapers in the pay of the
The Albuquerque Booster's Club, losses will he large. Owing to the
ing funds for the support and
in
the
between
lawyers
BOOSTERS HERE agreement
crowd for value received are opposing
tenance of charitable institutions. The numbering about 100 members, ar- heavy breakers it was impossible for
the case at this time, would be very
station to go to the
it. It means that the gang behind the
bill provides that upon a petition rived in the Capital this forenoon and the
tax payers of the members were noticeable In the rescue of the unfortunate crews.
About One Hundred Strong, They serious for Thaw and the realization
Fakir is doing all it can
Albuquerque
signed by twenty-fivof this fact is believed to have had
Flock to the Capital City to Boost
by offer of offices, by browby
cajolry,
any county, the county commissioners hotels, on the streets and in the Capto
much to do with last, night's settle
for Local Legislation.
beating, by threatening, by trading to
itol. They want but little, but want AUTOMOBILE TRIP
may cause a special levy of not
ment.
secure votes against the passage of
exceed two mills to be made for the that very badly; among the measures
All of Counsel Present.
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Difficult Feat Over Steep
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marched through the court at 10:30 o'clock this morning.
ual investigation of the matter, that,
and ordered translated printed and rigation funds for improvement of the
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La Bajada Hill.
streets of the Capital City today and Notwithstanding the many rumors of
referred to the Committee on Public Rio Grande Valley in Bernalillo
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But It Should Be Made an Art That U the Inntlnct of Natural Death Born
and honorable citizens. The thirty
t'all Beauty to It Service.
In Mankind t
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MAX. FROST, Editor.
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man
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in the views expressed by tfce of type, recognizing thut to admit a ness
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for me, and I was near her bed,
executive in his message to the belter skelter distribution through all
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In the same way the forms of ad- her take
Tis true the rates for printing seem
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Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.
would change from the public nuismy age you will find tbat death
the Idea that wealth can be gained value that it. Is to the Territory at arranging to establish a "Bureau of ance that It now Is to a function
that,
a need, just like sleep.'
through luck instead of through skill large, and we hope that the effort, to Immigration" here in Artesla and feel In a considerable degree, might couple
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This Indictment of place the Bureau out of commission confident that we will be benefited
and application.
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asleep forevgambling is not new; It dates back will fail of the necessary votes to thereby."
presentation of Its material In an in- er. We
inseveral thousand years, but in New pass. We are aware that there have
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teresting
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Cenfashion.
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The Instinct was shown at a relatively
the fact that the average gambler Is of the Bureau, and it is very posThe Albuquerque Citizen objects to tury.
early age In a person who had retaina good sort of a fellow, who spends sible that there should bo a pruning the name of Foraker
for the new
ed all her Intellectual faculties." Profreely, who is honest, whose trade Is knife used ou Its expenditures, but county which will he cut from Union
WEARING A WIG.
fessor Elle Metchnlkoff In Harper's.
who
and
for
while
worth
catering
there Is no question of the general and Colfax counties should tho bill
made most of his money out of
worth of its work and that it has been introduced by Representative Romulo A Help to the Health of Tlione With
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
who came west to blow in a
Bald Head.
prominent factor in building up all Padilla In the Assembly become a
An eminent American who while In
their money and who, if they wouldn't of New Mexico. Such being the case, law. Tho
twois
Citizen's
objection
Beat a boy out of a dime and the
Paris consulted a famous physician of
lose It over the gambling table at San- It would be a serious mistake to elimfold: first, the paper is of the opinion
to ascertain If there was any crime will never outlaw.
that
ta Fe, would throw it to the birds at inate it from the formative influences
city
LACOME & GABLE, Proprietors.
that there are many beautiful SpanComparison may not be a detraction,
for baldness was told by the
some other place. But now that the of the
slope. It were rather the part ish and Indian names much more suit- remedy
doctor that the best thing to do was to but it Is certainly a half sister.
canker is eating into the very vitals of wisdom to regulate It If necessary,
able for the names of counties in New wear a
The truth with unselfish people Is
of New Mexico's prosperity, the Leg- and to encourage it to a still further
toupee or wig. Th.) American
Mexico than the names of Foraker said
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will
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islative Assembly
work.
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and Quay. Second, why should any ing of a
There Is only one way In this world
will pass a strong
wig as an evidence of a man's
New Mexico needs the actual settler
New Mexico be named for
measure that will not only prohibit more than anything else, and no form county in
vanity, but he was quite surprised to get your own way Insist upon it.
I.'. S. Senator J. B. Foraker whose when the French
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physician replied:
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be
by,
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law defeated the will of the people of of a wig Is regarded by tusse who have lieve It.
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nothing of an institution that has
can be made up by increasing liquor in the main done such effective work the Sunshine Territory for statehood. carefully studied the subject of health
It Is Just as dangerous to tell some
The Citizens objections are well ta- as a beneficent safeguard. A man who people a secret ns It Is to fool with
licenses. Decent saloon keepers fa- as the Bureau of Immigration.
ken and should be sustained.
from any cause has lost a goad part of a loaded gun.
vor this for it will drive the lower
his hair usually loses It some time aftThe
nf ilives out of business.
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a number of bills have been er middle life, when his vitality begins wedding the other men look at him
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call
that
to
Introduced in the legislature, but few
the way boys look at a boy whose
newspapers of the Territory
For several years past, and since
have been passed. This shows care- scalp Is filled with myriads of blood mother makes him wear long curls.
for
legislation, nor u he
of corporation sharks has
gang
It
is exposed withvessels, and when
ful delibertlon on the part of our lawThe man who has made a failure In
recognized the evil that was lurking acquired control of the
out the covering that nature Intended
Albuquerque makers." Pecos
that
News.
Hue of business never has a very
under the specious arguments
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the paper has been noticeFakir,
It a man is apt to suffer from any
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for
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sudden
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of
attacks
cold,
no confidence in saying
In the same line
same time and
years. With the abolishment of
editorials found therein pretty much ican violates
tarrh and Influenza. I have often pre made It a success.at the
must go an impartial enforce
Atchison Globe.
that, before the end of the session a scribed the
American nnd European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Stettin
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fusions that people may gauge the and wholesome laws will have been plaining of his susceptibility to cjlds,
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.
the law odious but a reasonable ena
will be found on the New
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The
enacted
disconsotold
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of
lank,
story
nnd In nine cases out of ten after tin
and foolishness of
such as results in the
late
Mexico statutes.
durAs
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who
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The
looking
Legislative
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wig has been worn the susceptibli:ty
mainten- its editorial columns. The following
closing of saloons and the
sembly Is all right despite the dirty bus ceased at ouce. Many cases of ing the progress of a political meeting
from a recent issue is In point:
Sab
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In Cooper Institute stood on the steps
quiet
ance
"It is being noticed with some in and uncalled for attacks, slanders and oftfrlfWcuV?Ing ISIfioJg
mm uiu uu ui uc nun uub' ueen surbath . day. Fortunately, for New Mexl
T'Jll. V.lc HCTITUVM
irrvnmrg to say about the rights of Albuquerque Fakir and a few sheets lost their h.ilr nnd who have provided feited with a feast of some sort.
"Do you know who's talking in there
with the views herein expressed and the sovereign people for several days. whose editors and managers have po- no substitute for nature's covering.
The Almanac, so 't' Is rumored, has litical axes to grind.
Some cases of chronic sore throat are now?" demanded a stranger briskly,
who will place upon the statute book
traceable to the same cause. In some pausing for a moment beside the dislaw and a la had a gentle hint from a bunch of the
a strong
The bill Introduced by Speaker Baca instances patients suffering from tu- consolate farmer, "or are you just gothat, will enable counties and munici sovereign people known as subscribpalities to levy a higher license, which ers, that it has got off wrong about providing for the establishment and berculosis of the lungs In the early ing In?"
"No, sir. I've just come out," said
added to the present Sunday closing Mr. Bursum, his district attorney bill, maintenance of an electric lighting stages have found decided protection
from colds by wearing a wig. Those the farmer decidedly. "Mr. Evarts Is
One cf the Beet Re etairai Ik In ;l e f cu.liwett.
law passed by the Republican Asscra his penitentiary commission bill, and and power system at the Territorial
bly of two years ago, prohibiting sa a few other little hedge fence meas- Penitentiary should become law. It is who need to wear a wig aud will not talking in there."
"What about?" asked the stranger.
It is In the right direction, and if enacted. do so must be regarded as victims of
loons in places of less than one hun ures of similar description.
make New said, In fact, that the Almanac has. or Its provisions, if properly and care vanity rather than those who, acceptwill
"Well, he didn't say," the farmer
dred inhabitants,
and respectable late days conceived a sudden aversion fully carried into effect, will sr.va the ing the inevitable, make the best of answered, passing a knotted hand
Mexico as
n. rnmmon wealth
as is to be found to the sovereign people, said people Territory considerable money in addi- their misfortune, for I regard baldness across his forehead.
having shown a disposition to sit up tion to enabling the Penitent! y au- as nothing less than 'a mlsfortune. to
anywhere in the Union.
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and take notice, a proceeding to which thorities to make that institution more any man or woman." I.e.d'e's Weekly.
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but
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can
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bers of the Council, the latter,
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had In his companionship In visitor the tigress was one night chainlmanac that It kicked in on the wrong tive Assembly is nearly half over and
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late, are not allowed to go scot free. side of the
not much in tho way of legislation rambles, in his quiet presence In your ed up. Next morning the animal was
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A Roswell Democratic
his uuobtruslveness when human found with a man under her. She had
daily, which
room,
Comment Is unnecessary.
has been done, although there are
company would bore you; a "chum" not hurt him. He was a thief and, not
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many bills of Importance and in the who
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udapts himself to your knowing of her existence, had come
direction
right
held in committees mood always
sension in the Republican party, says MORE ROOM AT INSANE ASYLUM. which
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when
will be reported at an
early upon you. By all means cultivate in chain enabled her to command. She
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time
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yet children a love of animals,
the lower superintendent of the Territorial In
even more liberal than
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for a great big batch of wholesome
of "man's best friend," the dog. New ulm prisoner until
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guards came to re
needed
This will York Herald.
legislation.
sition. It would vest all the powers at the date of the report 159 insane
lease him.
not heretofore taken away from the persons located there. The buildings come, the howls and yawps of the yel
low uog sheets to the contrary not
Governor In the district attorneys and and accommodations are insufficient
Anglicized French.
A Famoua Tenor.
For two centuries we have been
federal Judges, and deny accused and not as modern as they should be; withstanding.
Apart from its wide range, the uat
"Encore!" at the end of a song, ural beauty and sweetness of the voice
county officials the right of trial by hence, the news that the National
it'i'uri.eu
tnat ranid copper- where a Frenchman never says it, his of Sims Reeves held his audiences
jury. Possibly Councilman Spiess ov House of Representatives has passed
erlooked the Constitution of the Unl the bill Introduced by Delegate W. H. head editorials in the Albuquerque Fa- own equivalent for it strangely being spellbound nnd fully entitled him to be
ted States. But on its face, it would Andrews, providng for the approval of aiiir, in the Roswell Democratic the Latin "Bis!" And "on the tapis" termed the finest
English tenor of his
mean that public officers could not the act of the New Mexico Legislative daily sheet and Democratic ween appears In English far more often than day. He
excelled In oraespecially
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majority, and It will probably be many
lative Council indicate that the two bill will no doubt pass the Senate this things will come to light sooner or
a long day before we shall hear a more
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or three papers that have deemed it week and become law. Thereafter, later and then there will be fun.
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What will American millionaires do er knows what one can do till one tries.
That this will have no effect upon the sheets, the land
Bleeker-- My
wife got the best of me the Rocky Mountain States south it
-- Puck,
grabbers, the real es should
the Republic of France enact
In an argument this morning. Meeker ia headquarters tor legal blanks of all
good judgment, integrity and public tate rings and the
corporation sharks
-- My wife never got the best of me klndB. The company makes a pnoclalty
spiritedness of the majority of the will object, of course! They do not an. income tax law as is now talked
Is
more
character
far
Building
Imporof there? Then these millionaires will
members of the Legislative Council want to
but once. Bleeker When wns that? In handling land office blanks, necespay any more "high and bur
tant
than
castles.
Tamarno
building
not find La Belle Paris as comfortable
is well known, even by the. mudsling- densome taxes." Indeed,
Meeker When she married me Chi- sary In homestead entries and in minTimes.
they want to and as nice
ers. They have nothing for their la
a residence place as It
eral applications. Prices low, especicago News.
pay no taxes at all. But the people
now seems to them. An income tax
bor, but the pain and the execration will
ally In quantities. Circulars giving
approve.
of all decent people.
law will strike them hard.
full Information furnlshrt'
applica
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
The New Mexican Printing Company nages each, or with both civil and tion.
THE SITUATION SIMPLY STATED.
criminal bound In one book, 80 page
The Republic of Mexico allows Chin- has
STANDING BY THE BUREAU OF
prepared civil and criminal dock civil and 320
According to the Albuquerque Fa ese and Japanese laborers to come in
pages criminal. To InIMMIGRATION.
ets
Letter heaas, bill heads, note heads,
use
the
for
of Justice troduce
kir the Roswell Democratic sheets and that
and yet the people of of especially
them
freely,
they, are offered at the envelopes, of all sizes printed and sola
the peace. They are especially
The Register-Tribunpublished in and a few yellow
in the Republic are
weeklies
following low prices:
prospering- - beyond ruled, with
by Mm New Mexican Printing Comprinted headings, In elthe
Roswell. Chaves county, and a staunch New Mexico, the Republican majority
precedent. After all, there are two Spanish or
Civil or criminal..
at low rates and In quantities to
..$2.75
pany
made
of
rec
of
administration
good
the
English,
poli la the 37th Legislative Assembly con sides fb all
supporter
questions.
ord paper, strongly and durably bound Combined civil and criminal.... $4.00 suit purchaser.
cies of Governor Hagermnn, does not sists of corrupt men. These papers
with leather back and covers and canFor 45 'tents additional for a single
agree with that official In one of his have made this charge from the very
The '$,'12,000,000
donated bv Mr. vas, sides, have full Index la front and
When in need of anything on earth,
policies, and that is his recommendaof
docket, or 65 cents additional for a
of
the
the Assem Rockefeller to the General Educational
day
beginning
the fees of justices of the peace and c mblnatlon docket,
tion for the abolishment of the Bu- bly and are continuing It right along; fund3 of the
will be sent try a New Mexican want ad. It will
they
country should be "seen" constables printed In full on the first by mall or
reau of Immigration.
The following To be sure, there Is absolutely no by Mr.
prepaid express. Cash in positively bring results.
Carnegie and he should go Mr. page. The pages are
Inches. ful- l- must accomnany order. State
10x6
therefore, considering Its source, Is ground and no basis foi It; In Rockefeller "ten better."
The people These books are made up 'n civil and
rather strong In favor of the Bureau;, deed, no matter what legislation shall would not
If you want anything 01 earth try
plainly whether English or Spanish
object.
criminal docket, separate of 32 printed heading Is wanted.
a Kew Mexlca "ad."
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CHANGE BOUDARY
ELECTRIC PHENOMENA
IN PENNSYLVANIA
QUAY COUNTY

TI(E FIRST

pTIOJIAL

BAJIIU

Bill for That Purpose Introduced In
Pittsburg Scene of Terrific Gals as
House by Mr. Gal legos Before
Result of Spots on the

Proper Committee.

OF SANTA FB.

On Friday, February 8, Mr. Gallegos
Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. IS. Darkness
introduced In the Legislative House settled ' over
and vicinity
a bill officially known as House Bill like a pall a fewPittsburg
days ago. The wind
Number 61, an act with reference to assumed the
velocity of a gale and
the boundaries of Quay County. The rain turned to snow. The white flakes
bill after Its second reading was reswirled in and out of the streets as
ferred to the Committee on County
only they do during a genuine bliz
mid County Lines and Is still tinder zard.
consideration. Its provisions, as origTo cap the climax, a low roaring
inally drafted, are as follows:
sound of thunder was heard. It was
House Bill No. 61.
preceded by flashes of electrlcty. The
AN ACT ENTITLED WITH REFERelectrical disturbance was so far
ENCE TO THE BOUNDARIES OF
above the earth that it was felt only
COUNTY OF QUAY.
In spots.
Be It enacted by the Legislative As-

The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Eetabllshesl In 1170.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President
ALFRED H. BROOHEAD,
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice Preeldent.
Assistant Cashier.
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But the fact that it was felt fulNew filled a
prophecy made Friday by ProMexico:
Transacts a general
fessor John A. Brashear, of the AlleSection 1. That all that portion of
who predicted an
all klnda of poraonal and ool.
the Territory of New Mexico now In- gheny observatory,
money on the moat favorablo terms on
electrical disturbance when ho discovsouth
of
the
In
cluded
Union
County
sun.
lateral aaourlty. Buya and aella bonda and ttocka In all market! for
of the Fourth Standard Parallel North, ered great spots on the
While the storm was raging, Mr.
beIta cuetomera. Buyi and aalla domestic and foraln exchange and S the same being the dividing line
tween Townships 16 and 17 North, and Pennywitt, United States weather
east of the Fourth Guide Meridian forecaster, called Mr. Brashear by
makaa telegraahio tranafara ofmonoy to all parts of thi clvllliesl
and they discussed the
East, the same being the line between telephone,
while their assistants took
world on aa liberal tarma aa ara ylvan by any mj..eytranemlttlng
Ranges 31 and 32 'East; also all that phenomena
minute observations.
That the unportion of the Territory of New Mexi
a'lowed on time deposit at the
agency, public or private. Intareat
usual electrical disturbance was done
co, lying Immediately north and ad
to the sun spots is the opinjoining the County of Quay and south entirely
rata of three per cent per annum, on a elx month' or year's term.
of the Baca Location No. 2 and the ion of both.
No observations of the spots could
I Iberal advancea made on ooneinmonte of live etoek and products.
Pablo Montoya Grant Is, and the same
Is hereby, attached to and shall here- be taken here because of the cloudy
In
and
Ita
the
Una,
of
banking
patrons
g after constitute a
The bank execute all ordira
part of the County atmosphere. Prepartlons are being
K
made to take observations later, as
conas
an
of Quay In this Territory.
in
is
aa
liberal
iratmen
respects,
alms to extend to them
Sec. 2. All of the assessed and un Mr. Brashear believes the spots will
Da- of
sound
banking. Safety
slstent with eafety and tha principles
collected taxes and licenses upon be discernible for several days.
K
Bllhllfl l MttMAfltfultv .
a
His attention was called to the
4
n. h
..t.iiiiifli
property or business situated In the
r
r
Tor rer.s. Tu
Boxes
in.
posit
portions of the Counties of Union and statement made by Professor Verill,
llcited.
San Miguel as provided by Section 1, geologist of Yale University, predictof this act, to be attached to the ing seismic disturbances In the West
County of Quay, shall be collected by Indies even worse than the Jamaica
the proper officers of tho County of earthquake.
sembly of the Territory of
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Established and Supported by the Territory.

EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS,

All graduate! of Standard Eastern
New buildings, 'all furnishings and equipments modern and comelectric-lighteall conveniences.
baths, water-workplete; steam-heate-

Coliegat.
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8350 per session.

Session Is

three terms of thirteen weeks each.
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Jaffa,

Reed,

Ftnlay and E. A, Gaboon
For particulars address

COL.

0J0 CALIEJilTE
These Celebrated Hot Springs are
located In the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivof Taos, and fl'ty miles north of Santa
a
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver & Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, e,000 feet. Climate
very dry anil delightful the year
round. There is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of invalids,
and tourists. People suffering with
consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted.
These waters contain 1.G86.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being
the richest alkaline Hot Springs in
e
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(Homestead Entry No. 9,742.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe., N. M.
February 12, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Faustln
Qulntana of Pecos, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
r
proof In support of his claim,
viz.;
Homestead Entry No. 9,742,
of
made AuKiist 0, 190(5, for the NE
section 31, township 1C N., range 13
NO FIRE ALARM
E., and that said proof will be made
IN TWO MONTHS before the register and receiver at
Santa Fe, N. M., on March 28, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
Remarkable Record In Tucson With
to prove his continuous residence
a Population of 18,000 Not
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
Even Fake Call,
viz.: Foil, Blea, Beruabel Qulntana,
Tucson, Ariz., Feb.
has Martin Barela and Candida Quintana,
not had an alarm of lire in two all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
months.
Register.
This fact was made known recently at tho regular
monthly meetHomestead Entry No. C,82fi.)
ing of the city Are department.
It Is
Notice for Publication.
a record that has probably never before been equalled in a town of 18,000. Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Tucson has been for many months
February 12, 1907.
fortunately free from any serious
Notice is hereby given that Encar-naciofires, but it is doubtful It in the past
Bonzales, of Pecos, N. M., has
few years there has been so long a
period in which there has been not filed notice of his intention to make
r
proof In support of his
even an alarm rung in. It is a well final
known fact that the majority of the claim, viz.: Homestead Entry No.
made February 4, 1902, for the
alarms sent in are false and are teleof section 14, township 14 N.,
phoned by excitable persons, but dur- SW
ing the past two months there has range 12 E., and that said proof will
not been even a semblance of a fire. be made before the register and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on March
five-yea-
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WH&

STUDY THE MAP- -

4

The natural point on the new A., T. & S. F. Cut-of- f
for the distribuThat all school funds in
tion of freight, having the advantage of the easy grades and short route
o"f
the hands
the treasurer of Union
to the East und West, and direct com munlcatlon
with all points in the
County, belonging to any school dis
Territory.
trict lying wholely within that por
f
Wholesalo houses are coming to W illard aa soon as the
is open.
tion of Union County as aforesaid atSurrounded by a line farming coun try. The purest water in New Mexitached to the County of Quay be,
co. The geographical center of Tor ranee County and of New
Mexico.
within thirty days after this act shall
The water point on the great A., T. & S. F. short line through New
go Into effect, paid over by the treas
is a growing town. Willi ard will make a City, study the Map.
urer of the County of Union to the
Your opportunity is there.
reasurer of the County of Quay for
For Information, call on or address
tho benefit of such district.
JOHN W. CORBETT, OR W. M. TAYLOR.
Sec. 4. That the county school su
WILLARD, N. M.
perintendents of the counties of Quay
and Union shall decide upon a proper
CON
I. Snonn.
division of funds in the hands of the
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Mining Engineer,
treasurer of Union County belonging
aoretary and Treasurer New Mexico
to any school district which lies partIchMl ef Mines,
ly in each county aa constituted by
ATTO Rf '
W.
New Mexico.
ectrre,
his act and the treasurer of Union
over
San
and
shall
County
Miguel
pay
MAX. FR08T.
CORBET A 8MYTHE.
to the treasurer of the County of Quay
Attorney at law.
Civil, Mining and Hydraulls
such sums as may be found due such
Santa fa
New Mexico.
Engineers.
listrict or districts by the said coun
Assaying and General Contracting.
ty school superintendents.
RICHARD H. HANNA.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Sec. 5. That the county commis
East side Plaza
Attorney at Law.
SaotK Fe. N. U.
sioners of Union and San Miguel
Pbona 61.
Office, Griffin Blk.
at the
Counties, respectively, shall
first regular meeting of said boards
Q. W. PRICHARD,
H. B. HOLT,
27, 1907.
after the passage of this act find and
TO
START
GREAT
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Attorney-at-Law- .
names
He
the
witnesses
following
ieternilne and duly enter of record
Practices in all the District Courts Las Cruces,
- New Mexico.
he total amount of the lawful indebt
TUNNEL PROJECT to prove his continuous residence sod gives special
attention to cases
nnA
unon
onii'lvntlnn
f
tha
and
mflSWrtflrI1 "B M'r,r" ""'"
edness of their respective counties
Gonzales, Donaciano Gonzales, Marcos
Than First of March, Says
cft'e?iiwtrient,' "county" buildings and
Lucero, all of Pecos, N. M.
HIRAM T. BROWN,
BENJAMIN M. READ,
Contractor.
improvements and finally determine
MANUEL R. OTERO,
CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
at law.
Attorney
tlie entire amount of property as
Register.
D. B. Mineral Burveyer
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
Trinidad. Colo., Feb. IS. The work.
sessed in said counties for the year
tuntrack
double
New Mexleft
new
of
Palace Ave. SaaU fa,
the
amount
of
Office, gena Blk.
boring
1907 and the entire
prop
No.
5480.)
(Homestead Entry
erty assessed In the portions of Union nel on the Santa Fe Railway through
Notice for Publication.
ROMAN L. BACA,
CHAS. A. LAW,
uid San Miguel Counties by this act Raton Mountain, eighteen miles south Department of the Interior,
than
not
Real
Estate and Mines.
later
will
of
Attorney-at-Law- .
begin
this
of
city,
of
the
Quay,
M.
County
a
made
part
Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
C. J. Lan-tr0. S. Land Office Practice, a Specialty.
Spanish Translator, Notary Public
and shall forward a certified copy of March 1. The contractor,
31, 1907.
January
Office Griffin building, Washington
New Mexico.
of Fort Madison, Iowa, has arrived
said record to the probate clerk of
Notice is hereby given that Ofelia Slayton,
marshalingAvenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
said County of Quay and the said here and will at once begin
filed
has
N.
of
Pecos,
fore- Rivera,
force of
WILLIAM H. K LLEWELLYN,
County of Quay shall pay to the -his
of his Intention to make final
'When the work is notice
laborers.
and
men
San
and
of
Union
Miguel
Attorney at law.
Counties
r
in support of his
proof
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
emLas Cruces, New Mexico.
No.
such proportion of the lawful Indebt well under way COO men will be
Homestead
viz.:
Entry
claim,
comto
be
is
tunnel
the
Distrlcf
Slates
Attorney.
edness of said counties respectively ployed, and
C,
1900, for the Ucited
The 5480, made January
and
as cash on hand and permanent im- - pleted within eighteen months.
NW
SW
S
SW
MASONIC.
than
as the tunnel will be 150 feet lower
A. W. POLLARD,
as aforesaid
Drovements
17, township
NW
section
SW
as
amount of property assessed in the the present single track bore, and
Attorney at law.
12 E, and that said proof
16 N,
Montezuma Lodge No
enable the trains to will range
District Attoraey, Luna, Ovanty.
the register and
before
made
be
portions of Union and San Miguel by a resulti will
1, A. F. ft A. M. Retu
need
without
the
hill
New Mexico
this act made a part of the county get through the
'
receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on March Oemltif
lu communication flrtt
of Quay shall bear to the total amount of a "pusher."
14, 1907.
Monday of each month
A
BONHAM
of property assessed in said Counties
witnesses
WADE,
He names the following
at Masonic Hall at 7: Si
of Union and San Miguel respectively REMAINS OF
to prove his continuous residence upAttorneys at Ln.
p. m.
for said year of 1907 and for tae pur
Practice In the Supreme and Dla
on and cultivation of the land, viz:
175 SOLDIERS
R. H. HANNA, W. M.
rlet Courts of the Territory, In the
pose of enabling the said County of
Sablno Varela, Pedro Rivera,
Quay to pay said sums of money, the
Varela, and Faustin Ortiz, all of Probate Courts and ketore the U. S. ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.
Board of County Commissioners of Ta be Moved From Ft. Grant, Arizona, Pesos, N. M.
Surveyor General and U. S, Land
to National Cemetery In
Las Cruces, N. M.
R. OTERO,
said County of Quay are hereby auOffices.
MANUEL
Santa re Chapter, No.
'
Santa Fe.
thorized to issue and sell bonds in
Register.
1, R. A. M. Regulti
such amounts as may be required for
E. C. ABBOTT,
convocation 2nd Mod
such purposes, and until such amounts
Notice for Publication.
Captain A. J. Chapman, superintend
Attorney at law.
day of each month it
shall have been paid to said counties ent of the National Military Cemetery Department of the Interior,
Practices In the District and Bu
Masonic Hall at 7: It
shall
in this city, has received instructions
respectively, the County of Quay
.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
.
preme Courts. Prompt and earefal at
levy and collect a tax and pay annu- from the quartermaster general of the
12, 1907.
entlon given to all business.
8. SPITZ, H. P.
January
the necessary
New Mexico. ARTHUR SHLIGMAN, Secy.
ally to said ' Counties of Union and army to prepare
Notice is hereby given that Toraas ianta Fe
from the errnnnds for the reception and the Vianueva of Galisteo, New Mexico,
San Miguel respectively,
funds thus collected such amount as burial of the bodies of 175 soldiers has filed notice of his intention to
A. B. RENEHAN,
Santa Fe Cominsndery No.
will equal the interest upon that pro- - whose remains have been Interred In make final five year proof in support
Practices In the Supreme and Di
1, K. T. Regular conclave
nortion of the debt of such counties the Post Cemetery at Fort Grant, Ari- of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry rid Courti, Mining and Land Law
fourth Monday In eaca
respectively which is Hereby maae zona, which military post was aband- No. 5470 made January 5, 1900, for 4 Specialty. Rooms l Sena Bldg.,
month at Masonic Hall at
Section 10, Township 13 Palace Ave., Bamta Fe, N. M.
obligatory upon said County of Quay oned some years ago. The bodies will the SE
W. H. GRIITIN, B. C.
:!0 p. m.
to assume and pay.
be exhumed there and will he trans- N., Range 9 E., and that said proof
W. H. KENNBDT, Recorder.
Sec. 6. This act shall take effect
will be made before the Register ana
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
ported to this city for
and be in force from and after the at this point. It will take consider-ab- l Receiver, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
(Late Surveyor General.)
Santa re Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
1907.
date of its passage.
ground to accommodate their re- on February 21,
Uta degree, Ancient and Accepted
Attorney at law.
witnesses
names
the
He
following
New Mexico.
mains. After the interment of these
Santa Fe
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
bodies there will not be much room to prove, his continuous residence Mi and Mining Business a Specialty on the third Saturday of each montU
UNION ORGANIZERS
viz:
and cultivation of, the land,
at 7:88 o'clock in the evening la
probably for only about 150 to upon,
Jose Allres, Marcos Anaya, Juan
CAUSE LOCKOUT left,
200 more bodies. A representative of
Masonlo Hall, south side of Plata.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Galisof
all
Juan
Ortega,
Vianueva,
the New Mexican who visited the cemVisiting Scottish Rite Free Mason i are
Attorney at law.
Mexico.
New
Arizona Tried to Close etery yesterday found everytaing con teo,
At Biabee.
District Attorney for Second" Judicial cordially Invited to attend.
R.
OTERO,
MANUEL
nected with It in first class snape.
the Camp and Companies DisDistrict
CHARLB8 FRANKLIN IASLRT, II.
Register.
There was manure on the grass plots
charged the Men.
Practices la the District Court an
Venerable Master.
wherever It was required and the
the Supreme Court of the Territory; PIRCY FRANCIS KNlGHT, 14, Sec.
ROSWELL.
FROM
AND
TO
Blsbee, Ariz., Feb. 18. Eight hnn-- : chances for fine grass this yeir are of
Connection made with Automobile also before the United States Supreme
And sumdred men were laid off by the mining the very best. In the spring
I. O. O. F.
Roswell dally. Ceart In Washington.
in this Line at Torrance for
Roe- Albuquerque, New Mexle.
companies of the Warren district on mer the National Cemetery tor
Torrance
leaves
Automobile
hunTuesday and Wednesday last. The city Is the most beautiful spot
well at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
Santa re Lodge, No. 1, I. O. O. F.,
official reason given for the discharge dreds of miles around. It is (he only at 12 noon. Automobile leaves Ros
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
meets
sec
in
every Thursday evening In Odd
now
a
vist
a
was
National
there
was
that
Cemetery
of the men
Netary Public.
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
Fellows'
Intermor
Hall, San Francisco street
as
and
of
country
Office with the New Mexican
shortage of fuel and other supplies, tion
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare beVisiting brothers welcome.
which was being taken advantage of ments are made becomes of more 1m. tween Santa Fe and Torrance is $6.65
Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
FRANK PLOMTEAUX, N. O.
With the addl
by closing some of the shafts for re- portance right along.
Roswell
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
Fort Grant, and between Torrance and
from
175
bodies
of
the
tlon
work.
OSTEOPATHY.
pair
$10. Reserve seat in automobile by
The general Impression ds, however, the cemetery will contain near y 1,000 wire.
DR. CHARL1S A. WHEELON,
J. W. STOCKA.RD,
B. P. O. E.
1
men.
the
that the discharge of the
graves.
Linn
Osteopath.
Autonr.N'
Manager
two
direct result of the advent of
101 Palace Ave.
No.
Herewith are some bargains offered
OVER THE FOOT BOARD.
Santa Fe Lode, No. 411, B. P. 0. B.
organizers of the Western Federation
Successfully treats aeute aud caronl
After using Dr. Laurltzen's Health by the New Mexican Printing Com diseases without drugs or mediciies holds Its regular session on the secon
of Miners, who opened offices in the
the
of
Civil
lrocedure
Code of
and fourth Wednesdays of each monto.
SchmfldkShatt;uck building last Sat- rhi Malt for a few weeks, sou will pany:
No charge for Consultation.
of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
111 Visiting brothers are Invited and welPhone
m.
urday and announced that they were awake In the morning with a feeling Territory
:
I
I
Hoars
m.,
f.
Missouri
come.
NORMAN L. KING, B. B.
here for the purpose of unionizing the that will almost Induce you to jump bound, $1; paper bound, 76c;
"
ovr the foot board with delieht. it Pleading forms, IS; Missouri Code FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
A. J. riSCHIR, Secy.
camp.
tor
two
the
$10;
Adaptr
Pleadings, $6;
There is no excitement, but a great tones up the entire system.
One of the best fruit ranches In
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
B. II. KAXTMS ft CO.
number of idle men are congregated
FRATERNAL UNION.
northern Santa Fe County, about twen1903,
and
IB.
English
1901,
Pho&e
1899,
Mexico,
of
as
a
streets
consequence
about the
S--t
Fe Lodgs, No. 169, Fraternal
this city, la for sale,
from
run
miles
ty
2.2S;
II.
and
Pkoaa
WORM.
pamphlet,
Spanish
BOTTLTNO
of
CITT
number
employes by
the cut In the
apply to Union of America. Regular meetings
For
particulars
at
a
FlexlblfrCover
bargain.
OherlTa
$3;
leather,
the mining companies. Five hundred
Santa Fe, first and third Mondays In each month
No. C-I- ,
Pocket Docket, single, $1.26; two or Max. Frost Box
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
men were discharged by the Copper
at t o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall,
Mexico..
New
SuMexico
New
AriThe Bon Ton Lunch counter has more books, $1 each;
Queen, 200 by the Calumet and
San rranclsco street Visiting Frat
8 to 10, In
Nos.
AriCourt
and
Reports,
preme
and
and
Shattuck
refurnished,
been
100
the
zona and
repainted,
by
era welcome.
ORDER MEALS.
Cor
8HOBT
theiTerrl-tory- . clusive $3.30 each;
In
Compilation
Is
best
now
of
one
the
zona Company.
Fraternal
are now dwaGIE G. MONTOTA,
meals
order
Mfc
short
beat
The
Compilaitflon
Laws
75c;
Doratlon
n
the
A report is current that the mining
They handle everything
Master.
of being spfved at the Bon Ton Restaucomnanies will close down every eating line from both eastern and Ins Laws. 50c: Money's Digest
best cooks, and waiters are 1JBJNITO ALA RID, Secy.
shaft in the district If the organizers western markets. A call will convince New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.60; rant. The
JREGORIO RAEL, Treas,
at 'his place.
school blanks.
employed
list
business.
the
know
(nil
the
that
you
camp,
tbey
in
unionizing
persist
?,.
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MANUFACTURER OF

Watches, Clock Jewelry

Santa e Citizens Should Weigh Well
This Evidence.
Proof of merit lies in evidence.,
Cdnvine.Ing evidence in Santa e.
Is not the testimony of strangers,
But the endorsements of Santa Fe
people,
That's the kind fo proof given here.
The statement of a Santa Fe citizen
of
Juan A. Ortega,
St., says: "If tll troubled with
pain in the back have that annoyance
ended as quickly aa the use of Doan's
Kidney Pills procured at Ireland's
Pharmacy ended mine, then backache
due to kidney complaint would cease
to have any terrort for users of this
strengthening and curative preparation. No one in Santa Fe need be In
the least dubious about using Doan's
Kidney Pills if they require a medi
cine to strengthen their kidneys."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents, for the United
States.
Remember the najae Doan's and
take no other.

-

Callente, Taos County,

DEALER IN

anil

Supl

the world. The efficacy of these wat
ors bas been thoroughly tested by
the miraculous cures attested to In the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu
matism. Neuralgia, Malwia, Bright's
Disease of the Kidneys, 4yDblUtic and
Mercurial Affections, f:x ifula, Catarrh,
La Grippe, all Femal I mplaints, etc.,
etc. Board, lodging a ,d bathing $2.50
per week; $50 per
per day; $15
month. Stage meets Denver trains
Hiid waits for Santa Fc train upon request. This resort Is attractive at all
seasons and Is open all winter. Passengers for 0,d Callente can leave
and reach Ojo
Santa Fe at 9 a. m
Callente at 4 p. m. the same day.
Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to
Ojo Callente, $7.40. For further particulars, address

Ojo

MERIT.

flve-ya-

A.

HOT SPRIJSGS.

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

H. C.

W.

Atkinson,

Quay.
Sec.

O

THREE.

n

a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above sea level; well,
Sunshine jvery day from September to June.

ROSWELL

f

Sun.

A MEASURE
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NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. N. M.

FIT

FEBRUARY

MONDAY,

Postage, 45c.
J. P. Criminal Docket,
$2.75.
Postage, 45c.
J. P. Docket,
Civil,
Criminal, $4.00. Postage 65c.
Hand Made Journal, $5.75.
Hand Made Ledger, $6.50.
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, Full Sheep, $6.50. Postage 25c.
Retail Liquor License, 50 in Book,
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S. C. Hill, a commercial
traveler
hailing from Trinidad, was looking af
ter business here today.
a Las
,1. P. Earickson, representing
Vegas wholesale firm, was calling on
his customers in Santa Fe today.
Councilman Harvey H. Richards returned this forenoon from a three
days' visit to his home at San Marclal.
council Carl A. Dalies, after a so
journ of two days at his home at Wil
lard, has returned to the city and re
sumed his official duties.
K. W. Waldon, financial clerk of the
V. S. Indian Training School, has gone
to Colorado on official business.
He
will be absent about ten days.
Henry Essinger, traveling represen
tative for a wholesale liquor firm with
headquarters in Las Vegas, spent today In the capital on one of his periodical trips,
.lohn D. W. Voeder, Las Vegas at
torney, spent, today In town on legal
business. He was a guest at the
Palace Hotel.
Hon. K. A. Miera, who represents
the counties of Santa Fe and Sandoval
in the Council and who spent Friday
ami Saturday in Albuquerque is again
at his post of duty.
Rev. Father Antonio Fourchegu,
vicar general of the diocese of Santa
Fe, drove to Clenega yesterday via
Asua Fria where he made a number
of calls on sick parishioners.
Professor J. C. Carrera, the well
known mining man of southern New
Mexico with headquarters
at Las
Cruces, was among the arrivals from
the south on this morning's train.
J. P. Bracket t, secretary of the
Walter Sharp Bridge Company, having the contract for the erection of
the Callsteo Street cement bridge, is
In the city superintending
the work
which is progressing satisfactorily.
President Charles A. Spiess, of the
last
Legislative Council, returned
night from East Las Vegas, having
spent Saturday and Sunday at his
home with his family in the Meadow'

AJ

Our Tailor

Pade Suit

I

Department.
Suit Yourself
With London made clothes lliey are always loose. lint, they ace
II' you
comfortable.
Spring is coming and It's time to do II.
haven't said farewell to your winter suit, you had betier (Jo ho.
SPRING SAMPLES
Our elegant line of spring wimples at hand, waiting to say hello
to you, We'll put a smile that wont come off all summer on the face
of every man who Is wise enough to come to us for liis new suit.

OPPORTUNITY
There is a great comfort in our clothes because the shoulders
are broad, the collar close fitting, and the coats are roomy, at the
same time the garments drape the figure admirably.
YOUR

CLOTHES
Hold their shape permanently because each pari is hand
orud and each yard of cloth undergoes
rigid inspection before
being mad ' up.
OUR

OUR SELECTIONS

jTCr"
Together with our hand tailored service offers you the same ad
vantages enjoyed by people living in the big metropolitan cities.
SUITS
MADE
TO
ORDER

City.

FROM

Charles G. W. Ward, Las Vegas at- torney and journalist was among the
arrivals from the south this morning.
He had spent Saturday and Sunday
in Albuquerque
and
was en route

$15.00
TO

home.
$35.00.
AND

Charles E. Pttgencto, supervisor of
Indian labor in New Mexico, with
at Albuquerque, was
headquarters
transacting business In the city yesterday, returning to the Duke City
this morning.
James F. Peters and Fred W.
Browne, representing the South and
West. Land Company, of Chicago,
which has large holdings on the Las
Vegas Land Giant are spending a fewdays here on business.
George H. Van Stone of Estancia, Is
expected to arrive in Santa Fe in a.
few days en route eastward where he
will purchase a line of spring goods
for the Hughes Mercantile Company's
.

EVERY

SUIT
GUARNTEED.

pfHAN SALPN

-

j

1VINTER GROCERY CO.
Fruits and Vegetables
of All Kinds in

Season.

"M. V." BUTTER
A

e

$3.00.-

n
pa; tnwnen
BAlLARDSSNOW
LINIMENT
CURE

WILL

g

use JSnllard'H Snow
writes:
Liniment for my family. It
is the beat Liniment made.
It relieves burns andacahls.'
25c, 50c and $1.00

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOUIS. MO..

2EZ52
Sold and Recommended by
FISCHER

DRUG CO.

Winter Millinery

4

Miss A. Mugler.

OPERA HOUSE

ALL WEEK

egas, was noticed today among the
legislators and politicians In the
Mr. Blood is a
Capitol building.
booster for the creation of Garfield
County with East Las Vegas as the CONFORMING TO THE LAWS OF
county scat.
NEW MEXICO.
Attorney A. B. Renehau spent part
.Now
the
Mexican prinMns c,
of 'Saturday and part of
Sunday at 'his puny lias the largest facilities and
home in this city, having arrived from
most modern machinery tor doing all
Estancia Saturday evening. He has Kinds or
Printing and Binding in first
returned to Estancia where he has Ira class
Manufacturers of LoosestylA
portant business before the district leaf
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book
court of Torrance County.
work a specialty
Best Book Bindery
Miss I.orona Adamson, who has in the Southwest.
been a teacher at the U. S. Indian Mining Blanks.
Training School In this city for some
Amended Location Notice,
sheet.
lime has been transferred as a clerk
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet.
to the patent office in Washington and
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
has left for her new station. En
Notice Mlniag Location,
sheet.
route she will stop in Columbus, Ohio,
Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
to visit relatives.
line Bond of Mining Property,
Colonel A. W.
Harris, a veteran sneet.
Mining Deed,
sheet.
mining operator at. Kingston, Sierra
sheet.
Mining Lease,
County, spent today In the city InCoal Declaratory
terested in Legislative proceedings.
Statement,
Colonel Harris has been operating In sheet.
the Kingston district for twenty-fivfoal Declaratory Statement with
years and has been quite successful Power of an Attornev.
in mining operations.
Although sev Affidavit and Corroborating
t
sheet.
years of age he Is remark eral Affidavit,
Notice of Right to Water,
sbeet.
ably hale and hearty enjoys life and.
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
takes things easy. He drives twentv- sheet.
flve or thirty miles a dav without Property,
Forfeiture of Publishing Out of No
fatigue and takes a commendable insheet.
terest in public nffairs. He states, tice,
Affidavit of Assessment,
sheet
that, owing to the increase of silver,
mining properties in the Kingston dis Stock Blanks,
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven
trict are again being worked to some
sheet.
extent and that this year will see re- dor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale In Books of 25 Blanks,
newed activity in mining in that
e

Non-Mi-

2

Weak Womei

Stoves, Ranges, Graniteware

THE WOOD-DAV- IS
HARDWARE CO.
Telephone

14

Send for Catalogue,

5io South Broadway:

l08 angers, exur.
"GOOD ROOMS."

can get a good rotm at the
Hotel Normandie at a very moderate
price, either by the week or month.
You will be gainer by calling
there,
before engaging rooms elsewhere.
You

PETTICOATS

DRAWERS

NIGHT GOWNS

WAISTS

Half

a Century

the

P.O. Box

Leading Dry

Goods

-- o

Phone

219.

House in

the City.

No. 36.

CHARLES WAGNER
Furniture Company.
Entire New Lot of Iron and Brass Beds. Upholstered
Furniture,
Dressing Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Etc-- , Just Received.

EMBALMING

AND

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.
306--

8

San Francisco St.

'Pbone

10.

Night Call 'Phone No. !

H.S. li AUNE 0 COMPANY
rnone o.

GOOD THINGS TO EAT.

Phone 26

WE NOW HAVE A FULL LINE OF
EASTERN CANNED GOODS
ALSO
NEW PANCAKE r'LOUR,
NEW MAPLE SUGAR,
NEW ENGLISH WALNUTS,

i

NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SYRUP,
NEW ALMONDS, ETC.

Dressed Poultry Wednesday and Friday.
FRESH BALTIMORE OYSTERS

2

4

I Primrose Butter Best to be Had

2

Affidavit.

6

tiOSlM

Sale

062.

2

2

2

2

2

Non-res-

H. B. Cartwright & Bro,

2

WHOLESALE GROCERS

2

Grain. Floir

Patent

4

We make a specialty of
TEVELOPISTG, PRINT
INO and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp

The Price of Peace.
The terrible itching and smarting,
incident to certain skin diseases, is
almost Instantly allayed by applying
Cramberlain's Salve. Price ?5 cents.
ir sale by all druggists.

"

2

ART PICTURES AND FRAMING

HflWIlNfl & uu,

'
sheet.
Lease of Personal Property,
sheet.
Chattle Morfgage,
sheet.
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage
sneei.
sheet
Acknowledgement,
Mortgage Deed,
sheet.
Mortgage Deed Without Insurance
Clause,
sheet.
unicial Bond, Road Supervisor
sheet.
sheet.
Option,
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
sneet.
Warranty Deed,
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
sheet.
Appucaton for Bounty for Killing
vvim Animals,
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
sheet.
Township Plats,
sheet,
Township Plats, full sheet.
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
Relinquishment,
Affidavit,
sheet
Homestead Application.
.1-sheet.

4

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
Attention.

nageSvJOc.

2

Dr.

Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stcck, Black smith
Supplies, Plumbing and Steam Heating.

:

CHEMISE

sheet.
CUT PRICES IN
Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
FURNITURE
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet.
Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Rugs, Queenswar.
Affidavit Required of Claimant.
Hardware, Stoves,
sheet.
Ranges and Picture Frames,
Affidavit,
sheet.
Final Proof of Desert Land Entrv.
CALL AND GET PRICES.
sbeet.
40c per Book.
Claimant's Testimony. 4 074b
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
.
sheet.
Bond
and Oath,
(Juardlaus
Declaration of Application.
D. S. LOWITZKI.
sheet.
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
sheet,
Final proQf,
sheet.
Administrator's Bond and Oath.
Affidavit of Witness,
sheet.
sheet.
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest.
To weak and ailing women, there is at least a
Letters Testamentary,
sheet,
sheet.
way to help. But with that way, two trcatmen
Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet,
Affidavit atra Order1 for Publication
must be combined. One is local, one Is const!
Declaration In Assumpsit, on Note, of Notice of Contest
tlonal, but both are important, both esseutl
ZKCOftrO&ATBS
against a
sheet.
Dr. Snoop's Night Cure Is the Local.
ident Entryman,
sheet.
Satlsfacion of Mortgage,
Dr. Shoop's Restorative, the Constitutional.
sheet.
inai Homestead Proof.
full
The fonner-Shoop's Night Cure-- Is a topt
sheet, sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
mucous membrane suppository remedy, while 1
sheet.
Lease,
Sheep Contracts.
sheet.
Shoop's Restorative Is wholly an Internal tre
Warrant) to Apprlasers, full sheet. 1903, English or
ment. The Restorative reaches throughout t
Spanish, pamphlet,
Bond, General Form,
sheet.
$2.25; full Leather $3.00: 1905 Enellsh
entire system, seeking the repair of all nerv
Certificate of Marrage, 75c per
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
all tissue, and all blood ailments.
The "Night Cure", as its name Implies, does
Appeal Bonds,
sheet.
m4
Official Bond,
work while you sleep. It soothes sore and lnfla
sheet.
Appeal Bonds, Criminal.
sheet.
ed mucous surfaces, heals local weaknesses at
or Spanish, pamphlet $2.75; full Leath
sheet.
tainer,
discharges, while the Restorative, eases ncrvo
er, $3.50.
Postage, Leather, 16c, pa
Replevin Writ,
sheet.
excitement, gives renewed vigor and ambitio
per, 11c.
Replevin Affidavit,
sheet.
builds up wasted tissues, bringing about renew
of New Mexico,
Laws
Compiled
Peace Proceedings, Complaint.
strength, vigor, and energy, Take Dr. Shoo
ftTTWm I VM HAM.
45c.
a.50, postage,
sheet.
Restorative
Tablets or Liquid as a general toi
Code of Civil Procedure, full
to the system. For positive local help, use as
Warrant,
sheet
fl.ot, paper bound, 75o, postage
Commitment,
sheet.
JJnMTO.V.M.1
7c.
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
Notarj Record, 11.25 each.
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
Seals Aluminum Pocket,
Noiary
Attachment Writ,
sheet.
$2.75 de'lvered. Desks, $3.25 delivered
Attachment Summons as Garnishee.
nearest express office.
4 sheet.
Com- have all the facilities for turning out
The New Mesicau Priming
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
bus on hand a large supply ol every class of work, including one of
pany
sheet.
Execution,
Nos. 1
2, full Leather $6.50 a volwriting tablets and scratch pads suit the best blnderlee In the west
sheet.
Summons,
ume; 3 to 11, inclusive,, price, $3.30
able for school children, lawyers, mersheet.
Subpoena,
t
each. listage 25c.
chants and also for home use, which
J. P. Complaint,
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certifisheet.
FISCHER DRUG CO.
J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound cates for sale
Capias Complaint,
sheet.
by the New Mexican
aud cheaper it ordered in larger quan- Printing Company.
Search Warrant
sheet.
tities.
are
These
tablets
made
from
8panlsh Blanks.
the odds and ends of the, best paper
Auto de Arresto,
pilego.
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certifiobtainable, and you are getting double cates for sale
Auto de Prision,
pliego.
by the New Mexican
wortb when buvlng.
your
money's
Declaracion Jurada,
pilego.
Printing Company.
Certificado de Nombramiento,
Just received a full line of White Plumes, Laos
nd Mollnes
pliego.
The New Mexican can ao printing
Don J forget our large and
for Reception and Evening Hats.
complete
Fienza Oflcial,.
pliego.
equal to that done In any of the large binde l and yjob department
All
Contrato de Partldo,
Our
cities.
pliego.
solicitor: Erery piece of work
Vdled' In the most
220 San Francisco St- MRS. LYNG.
work we turn out. Try our work once mannf iOne trial make
you a per.
(Continued on Pagi 6.)
and you will certainly come again. We nanent" ciutomer.
2

:

For

CORSET COVERS

2

Water Supplies

228 San Francisco St.

Commencing Monday, Jan. 21st.

2

enty-eigh-

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
Fittings, Steam and

SAVING TO YOU ON GOODS PURCHASED NOW.

N

2

i

IS A BIG

2

!

S. E. Comer Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40. I

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

2

Now selling at and below cost ostrich plumes, fancy wings and feath each.
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c
ers all at a bargain. Felt hats at
each.
your own price. Call early and select
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c each.
the cream of the lot.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,.
Deed, The City of Santa Fe, full
sheet.
Deed, The City of Santa Fe,
sheet.
Report of the Assessor, full sheet.
sheet.
English,
Application for Marlage License,
sheet.
Spanish,
Mexico Code, postage, 17c.
postage, 17c.
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.00,
HUSTON-FRANKLI17c.
pstage,
Dramatic Co,
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. The
two for $10.00.
Adapted to New
Featuring the Little
Application for License, Retail Li
sheet.
HOLLLMSWOHTH
TWiJiS quor License,
Application for License, Game and
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 anl
Change of Plays and SpecGeneral License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
English and Spanish, 100 in Book, 75c.
ialties Each Night.
Warrant,
County Superintendent's
0 in Book, 35c.
Regular Prlci s,
Poll Tax Receipt Book, English and
25 35, and 50c.
Spanish, 50 in Book, 25c.
S"at9 at the IRELAND Pharmacy.
Poll Books for City Election, 8
MatineeS Friday and Saturday 3 p. m.

lint

OUR GREAT MIDWINTER SALE OF

2

4

! KAINS, WOUNDS,
M)RI.:S,
is I ll"l; JOIf
SCALDS, liTZ.,
(1. A. Fried,. I, Dalian, 'IV-x-

INCORPORATED 1903.

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
ANNUAL
SALE

2

2

Specialty.

sheet.
Agreement,
Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
sheet.
Gaming Tables,
shet.
Application for Lloense,
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
sheet.
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
(,T. P.),
sheet.
Bond
of
Appearance, (District
sheet,
Court)
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entrv and Detainer, Comsheet.
plaint,
Forcible Entry nnd Detainer, Summons,
sheet,
sbeet.
Replevin Bond,
Execution Forcible Entry and De- Promissory Notes, 25c per pad.
Bill of Sale Animals Not Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han
dle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han
dle animals Not Bearing Owner's Re
corded Brand,
sheet.
Certificate of Brand,
sheet
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
Mortgage, full sheet.
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Miscellaneous.
Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket
Docket, single, $1.25; (wo or more $1.

i856.

1111

-

Gamiing License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
'
Notification of Change in Assessment by Assessor, 100 in Book, $3.75.

LEGAL BLANKS.

For

ESTABLISHED

Dr. Shoop'i
night Cure

4

4

4

4

4

2

4

LADIES

4

4

4

2

ttdib

Stationary.
Pttt.
a4 Orocn Snndri.
'

r
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TIMETABLE ALL LINES.

Miss Stella Canny of 105 Palace
Avenue, who has been a sufferer for
two weeks with la grippe, was so much
Entering and Leaving Santa Fe
Improved today that she was able to
Compiled According to Schedules
leave her bed and sit up.
of Trains Now in Effect.
Manager J. W. Mayes of the Postal
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
Telegraph Company who has been 111
No 1. Southbound leaves Santa Fe for several days suffering with an attack of la grippe, has nearly recovered
1:20 p. m.
No. 2. Northbound arrives Santa and Is again at Ills post of duty.
Fe 5:49 p. in.
Judge A. L. (Morrison who has been
seriously 111, is able to sit up today
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
and will make a rapid recovery. His
EastbounJ leaves Santa daughter, Miss Mary Morrison, who
m.
has also been 111, Is considerably im
:'
Westbound arrives Santa proved.
The delegates to the good roads'
. m.
convention will meet this evening at
7:30 o'clock in the Hall of the House
, TOPEKA & SANTA
in 'the Capitol. It
of Representatives
Branch.
Is expected that the attendance will be
e at Santa Fe Station.
quite numerous.
The Lenten season Is falling slightly
10:40 a. m.
G:50 p. m. harder than usual on those who are
11:15 p. m. observing its fasts owing to the fact
from Santa Fe Station.
that tho supply of fish Is limited. Lo8:15 a. m. cal orders have as yet been unable
4:20 p. m. to secure much of a variety.
7:40 p. m. -- There will be a special convocation
connects with Numbers 10 of Sana Fe Chaper No. 1, Royal Arch
and No. 3 limited west at Masons at 7:30 o'clock this evening
at Masonic Temple. Work in the M.
conects with No. 1 west at .VI. Degree. Visiting Royal Arch Mav,
Lamy.
sons are cordially Invited to be presNo. 721 connects with No. 7 and 8 ent.
southbound and 9 west at Lamy.
The District Court for the Sixth JuMain Line Via Lamy.
dicial District Court, .Judge Mann preNo. 1 stops at all stations.
siding, Is engaged today in hearing
No. 7 will' stop at all stations, Lamy the case of M. S. Sanchez, sheriff of
to Albuquerque to discharge pacseu-BPr- Torrance Couunty who Is charged by
from Santa Fe.
Captain Fornoff of the mounted police
No 721 leaves Lamy at 9:40 a. m. with malfeasance In office.
A jury
and will not wait for No. 2 from the was secured Saturday.
west at Lamy, waiting only for No,
Contractors Digneo and Reingart
10 from the south and No. 3 from the have a number of stone masons and
east.
,
laborers at work on the foundation
of the new warehouse and lavatory
buildings at the U. S. Indian Training have charge of the station.
School and work is progressing satisWednesday last while Fred Alarid,
MINOR CITY TOPICS factory. The foundations for the two bookkeeper of the Madrid .Mercantile
buildings will be finished by the mid- Company was driving from Madrid to
dle of March.
Cerrillos on business, the horse beA public meeting of the New MexiMrs. Nathan Salmon, who has been
came unmanageable and ran away,
THEODORE CORRICK Proprietor.
seriously ill, Is much improved today co Historical Society will be held to- throwing Mr. Alarid and his twelve
and her rapid recovery is expected. morrow evening in the Hall of the year old son to the ground, the boy
Several riding parties made a trip House of Representatives in the Capi- sustaining a compound fracture of the
to Arroyo Hondo and to the old vol- tol at which addresses will be deliv- right leg. The horse after Tunning a
cano crater south of this city yester- ered treating upon historical subjects short distance stopped. Mr. Alarid
LIVERY, BOARDING AND FEED
of interest to New Mexico and reports tcok the boy home to Madrid where
day.
Seven-roohouse, 415 Palace Ave- cf the doings of the society for the his injuries were attended to by Dr.
nue, with acre lot and orchard, for past two year3 will be made. The Yoakum, of Cerrillos. The patient is
FIRST-CLASCARRIAGE SERVICE
rent or for sale at very low figure. public is invited.
doing well.
Apply 397 Palace Avenue.
Captain Fred Fornoff and Mounted
The following jury commissioners
GOOD SADDLE HORSES
LADIES
Miss A. Mugler has re- Policeman
Julius
Meyers are at to fill the jury box for the March term
M
FINE RIGS
ceived a fine line of millinery of the ICstancia this week In attendance on of the District Court for Santa Fe
J
latest spring effects. A most elegant the
of the Sixth Ju- County appointed by Judge John It.
sessions
line of flowers, malines etc.
dicial District Court. A number of McFle on Saturday, were engaged this
Mrs. David Knapp, who has been important cases are pending in which forenoon in
'PHONE 132.
120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
selecting names of citizens
quite sick at her home on Lincoln the mounted officers are Interested:
liable to Jury duty and placing them
Avenue for the past two weeks, is reOfficial orders for the transfer of in the box for that purpose:
Dr.
ported to be on the road to recovery. Section Director Charles E. Linney, David Knapp, Nathan Salmon and
Do not fail to read the attractive of the U. 8. Weather Bureau, in this Marcos Castillo.
Judge McFle as10c each
"Board"
FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
change of advertisement of Nathan city to the station at Cairo, Illinois, sisted by District Court Clerk A. M.
10c each
"For Sale"
Salmon, leading dry goods merchant have heen received and 'Mr. Linney Bergere will draw names from the
10c each
"Lodging"
of Santa Fe.
He has the bargains is preparing to leave for his new post jury box this evening for the purpose
25c each The Santa Fe Filigree and
"For Rent or Sale"
are
for.
you
of duty. This will be in a few days. of having same placed on the venires
looking
25c each
"Board and Lodging"
Mrs. Cord, wife cf Edwin F. Cord, Until R. M. Hardinge, who has been for
Jewelry Manufacture
50c each
jury service for the coming term
"Minor's Law"
reporter for the Daily New Mexican, assigned to succeed him reaches this of the District Court In this county.
50c each
Law"
"Livery
ing Company.
who is seriously ill at their home, 115 city from Grand Junction,
Colorado, The venires will be turned ovr to
"English Marriage Laws" 50c each
A fine and extensive assortment of
Cerrillos Street, was reported as where he Is now stationed, J. B. Sloan Sheriff Closson and will be served by
"Spanish Marriage Law?".. 50c each the latest styles of
jewelry has JuU
slightly improved this morning.
the present assistant ob.erver will him on those whose names may
School Blanks.
been purchased and will be gold at
thereon.
sheet.
Oath of School Director,
the lowest possible rate for first class
Certificate of. Apportionment of
goods.
Every article guaranteed as
LEGAL BLANKS.
School Funds,
sheet.
genuine and as represented.
The
District Clerk's Annual Report,
(Continued from Page i.)
manufacture of Mexican filigree Jewsheet,
elry is a specialty the finest and
Fianza Oflclal y Juramento,
sheet.
Teacher's Certificate,
best work ic that line is turned out
sheet.
Certificate of Apportion,
pliego.
this company at very reasonable
by
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
Contract for School Teacher,
rates.
Brooches, bracelets, rings,
sheet.
Is worth more to you than a dollar In.
pliego.
lockets, hairpins, scarf pins, ladies
de
Hull
Escritura
Teachers'
sheet.
Term
Renuncla,
pliego.
Register,
your pocket, because
breast pins, In gold or silver, filigree
Documento Garantizado,
Contract Between Directors and work manufactured
plego.l
at home and in
sheet.
You know It Is safer;
Hlpoteca de Bienes Muebles,
Teachers,
the shops of the company by special
sheet.
Contract for Fuel,
pliego.
design and to suit customers in short
extensa
Documento Garantizado,
sheet. order und from the
Teachers' Monthly Report,
You are not so liable to spend It
finest gold.
heno.
forma
Prices.
entera,
pliego
Souvenir spoons, Include
needlessly;
.05
On
Certificado de Matrlmonio, lOccada
$
each
or
sheet
uel Church stamps, in great numbers
10 and at a low
uno.
Full Sheet, each
You can make It earn for you 4
price. Store and factory
25 208 Don
Formula de Enumeraclon,
Interest if ycu deposit It here for a
Sheets, per dozen
pliego.
Gaspar Avenue, Laughlin
35
Contrato Entre los Dlrectores
y
Sheets, per dozen
given time.
building.
05
Full Sheets, per dozen
pliego.
Preeeptores,
N. MONDRAGON, Mgr.
1.75
hundred
de
Contrato
Combustible,
Are these not excellent reasons why
Sheets, per
pliego.
2.50
Notas Obllgaclones, 25c por 60.
Sheets, per hundred
you should begin a deposit account
4.00
Libros Certlflcados de Bonos, $1.
Full Sheets, per hundred
with us?
The New Mexican Printing Company
100 Assorted Blanks take the 100 is
Libros de Recibos Supervlsores de
prepared to do the best of brief
Camlnos, 25c.
price. On an order of 500 hundred onable rates. Lawyers whodesire to
Let us assist you with the many
Poll Books, Election of School Di- blanks, customers' business card will have their briefs printed
conveniences this hank affords.
rapidly and
rectors, i, 6, and 8 pages, English and be printed under filing without extra correctly and to present them to the
cost.
Spanish, 20c, 30c, and 40c.
Supreme Court now in session here
Size of Blanks.
Poll Tax List, 4, 6, and 8 pages.
on time, should call on the New Mex
Road Supervisor's Receipt Book, 50
Inches.
Sheet, 7x8
ican Printing Company and leave their
x 14 inches.
in Book, Spanish, 25c each.
Sheet, 8
orders.
14x17
Inches.
Full Sheet,
Signs, Card Board.
:
15c each
"For Rent"
Cash Must Accompany All OrdersThe 7ew Mexican Printing
Company is prepared to fill promptly and
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
visiting cards, marriage announce
ments, invitations and all work of that
kind. Prices as low as compatible
THE NEW MEXICO
with good work. Call at the New
Mexican office and examine samples
and prices.

New Spring Samples Are In
Come In and See Them
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Timely Suggestions.
In
There Is no part of the home, that should receive more attention,
equipping the same, than the kitch en.
This is true, whether we employ a chef or attend to the culinary duties
personally, and much of the happiness of the home depends on the ability
of the cook, for whether we are epicures or not, good cooklm; is Indispensable.
An
household, uses
appliances, for, "That which today is a luxury, tomorrow becomes a necessity," in this progressive world,
and this applies to the kitchen.
If you will allow us to show you some of these articles, we feel sure
their utility and merits will be ob vious.

Here ate a Few Suggestions
"ROME

AND "BUFFALO"

TEA

WARE,"

EGG

STEAM

"PERFECTION" CAKE PANS.

'ANTI RUST,"

"UNIVERSAL" FOOD CHOPPERS.

'TURQUOISE" ENAMELED WARE.

"LA

'ELLIOTT" DIPPERS

CROIX"
KNIVES.

IMPORTED

COOK'S

"DAISY"

STOCK-BOILER-

AND

MEAS-

URING GCUPS.

"SHAKER" FLOUR SIFTERS.

'GEM" PLATE SCRAPERS.

STEAK POUNDERS.

"GILMORE'S" IMPROVED
"UNIVERSAL" BREAD

"AETNA" RICE BOILERS.
"BLUE DIAMOND" TEA STEEPERS.

GRATERS
AND CAKE

IMPERIAL

"LISK'S"

MAKERS.

ENAMELED

ROASTERS.

REAL BOSTON

HABERDASHERY

Santa Fe Livery Stable

METAL

COFFEE POTS.

BEAN POTS.

'PENINSULAR"

RANGES.

Out Furniture Department Offers
Some Exceptional Values in
the Following Items:

MISSION

LIBRARY

MAHOGANY
BIRDS

OAK BUFFETS.

FURNITURE,

MUSIC CABINETS.

EYE

MAPLE

BED

ARTISTIC HALL TREES.

ROOM

SETS.

OAK CHINA

CABINETS.

MM

Plumbing Deparment

STABLE

S

ap-pe-

We take pleasure in placing at the disposal of our patrons, the services
of our Plumbing Department, under the management of Mr. J. Crowley,
who has had wide experience in this sphere of activity, In New York City
and Denver, and whose work we fully guarantee.
We will be pleased to submit estimates on proposed work.

Phone 83.

oiilrlu!!ppfijr

HEM

LEO

A DOLLAR IN BANK

2

2

FLOUR, HAY,

2

WHOLESALE

ind

GRAIN

4

'P

POTATOES,

SALT and sEEDs.

2

4
2

.

4

2
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

LIVERY STABLE
FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES, HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE NO. 9
-

When in Need of Anything in

Line. Drivers Furnished.

the Livery

Rates Right.

CHAS. CLOSSON.
SHIRTS MADE TO ORDER
desire to announce tbe arrival of new importations of Fancy Shirtings and cordially invite you to
I

inspect them at your convenience.

AND MECHANIC ARTS.
An institution giving an intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasantly situated In its own grounds of 400 acres in the beautiful
Mrsilla Valley.
Four full
college courses In agriculture, mechanic arts,
domestic science and general science; short courses In agriculture,
stenography, and assaying. fsO.OOO worth of equipment. A faculty
of 30 Instructors; 230 students now in attendance.
Military instruction by an officer of the U. S.Army.
Large parade an . athletic
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory, under the best management.
An Ideal winter climate at an altitude of 3,800 feet.
LUTHER FOSTER, President
(P. O.) Agricultural. College,

N. M.

It Is Much Cheaper
good deal quicker and much more sat
istactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. Use the long distance
telephone when you have business with
A

people in Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad. Raton. Las Vegas, Thornton
n
Bernalillo, Albuquerque, Los Lunas.
and Socorro. The Santa Fe Tele
phone Company's instruments connect
with these places. Terms more reasonable than the telegraph.

W

I. SPARKS,

Mamger.

0

CHAIN

HCUM IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

much the largest asset we
customers
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Manuractunng Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

only after the purchase

Httiifactios to asy at

it 01?

partite,

When in need of anything on earth,

try a New Mexican want ad. It

will

positively bring results.

fl. F. gpiegelberg- -

HENRY KRICK
Sole

Agint

For

Letup's St. Louis Beer

257

San Francisco Street.

Malls orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Ave. Santa Fe. N. M.
T!enhoH" Ho IS

SODA WATER

Be-le-

dskbTTllsna1sBsssisHMiiiH.Miiiii

The New Mexican Printing Company Is prepared to do the best of
brief work in short order and at very
reasonable rates. Lawyers who de-sire to have their briefs printed rap-- ;
idly and correctly and. to present
them to the Supreme Court now In
session here on time, should call on
the New Mexican Printing Company
4nd leave their orders.

THE ONLY CXCLUkiVV

!

Any Flaver You Desire,
We will deliver Soda Water In any
Quantity to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.

Indian anil mexfean

Rag, Wax,. Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO; .To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.

Blanket, Baskets,

TtJlS WEEH OUR SPECIAL SALE OF.

KERR'S

Capital

Parlors

:

in city.
The only
Second to none in Territory.
Four first class artists : : ;
- Electrical Baths
$1.50
25
Other Baths
Parlors located West Side Plana
first-clas-

s

....

W.IH KERR,

Piopiietor

wares am Curies

Ladles Muslin Underwear.
The Largest and Handsomest Line Ever
Shown la This City.
KO

ALL NEW GOODS JUST RECEIVED.
LEFTOVERS FROM LAST SSA80N.
Entire Line Sold at Eastern Retail Price

ADOLPH SELIGMAN.
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St. Louis. Rocky Mountain and Pacific

ffie Inscrutable ways of tfie BSffvefify
hosts all this had been brought about.
Hail-wa- y
Beside the altar was a booth shielded
by a curtain In which a priest was
hearing confession. When the conThe line of Ms railway from Raton to Cimarron, N.
fessor came out Ell Piatt entered and
M., including the Koehler Branch, is now open for
told the priest the story of his theft,
room
house
FOR
RENT
Eight
AND PASSENGER traffic. Due notice will
FREIGHT
his endurance for Its final possession
with bath, also stable and two buggy
of
h.id burled his treasure.
and
be
opening of other extensions.
he
where
given
TJS-BXj- E
sheds. Possession
given March 1.
The next day the priest conducted
Co.
of
Furniture
Wagner
the chief of police and a party of work- Inquire
DAILY PASSENGER SCHEDULE.
men to the cellar of the chapel. TakEffective Thursday Nov, 29, 190G.
SEil-Ebo
will
reoMved
PROPOSALS
at
In
Train
Dist. from
ing up the cement floor, they dug
Train
the Federal Rutlding until 2 o'clock p. m
STATIONS
North Bouud
South Bound
No. 8,
the earth, and a few feet under the February 16, IWi. lor turiilsmnir luel, Mpnta,
Raton
No.l.
water
washing
Stntloui.
Altl No 2
Mi
surface directly beneath the cross thej ;
No
. . .Raton.
12 30 p. in.
Arrive
Leave
(a)
3
m.
30 p.
round a box or jewels, xuey were sent during the fiaeal year ending June 30, 1908, or
..Arrive 12 01 p. in.
Loave. . . ... Clifton.
0 Lv. ...Santa Kc.Arr 7,01) ft 40 p
4 40 p, III.
20 p
such portion of the year as may he deemed
to their rightful owners.
2 25 p 22 "
Kouuedy.... "" 6,0ft0 84 30 p
advisable. The rifrutto reject ny ana all
4 85 p. m,
3 :ih i) 41
"
6,:fl0
return
the
their
p
A
Leave 11 40 a. m.
few days after
Preston
Stanley....
bills Is reserved hj the'freasury Department.
13
Arrive...
4 35 p. m.
4 00 p 52 "... .Morlarty ..." 8.2W 2 M p
H. 1 UAKI'BHAB.
priest sent for Ell Piatt and told him
5 00 p. in.
4 M p 81 "
Motutonh... " 6,175 2 8) p
Custodian.
Koehler June . Arrive 11 10 a. .11.
5 M p tft "
Kitanoia.... " 8,140 2 05 p
Leave
that a lady who had been the possessor
20
S 20
p. m.
8
Wlllard.... " 8,1215 12 .0 p
Arrive 11 30 a. in.
Koehler
p 81 "
so
Arrive
had
been
stolen
of
23
had
5
m.
he
what
45
11
00
a
8,476
p.
8 19 p 118 Arr....Torrauo..Lve
Ltave 10 25 a. m.
Leave (c)
Vermejo
33
55 p. m.
HOTEL ARRIVALS
pleased at getting her property again
Leave 9 45 a. in.
Cerrososo
Leave
41
6 SO p. m,
sent him a present of
that
she
had
Leave 9 25 a. m.
Cimarron
Arrive
Freight, Passeuger and Steamship
47
6 45 p. m,
$500. Ell declined to touch a. cent of It.
business.
Palace.
"It all belongs to me, not as' a thing to
Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 124, arriving
Pullman berths secured by wire.
John II. Hatton, V. S. Forest Ser
be converted Into money, but as a key
At Santa Ke, with
Connections:
W. E, In Dawson, N. M., at 0:10 p. m.
by which my better nature has been vice; George Webb, New York;
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 123, leaving
for me by my Kilborn, wife and daughter, Sidney
was
unlocked.
It
kept
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railold mother In heaven, who put this Ohio; C. W. Kelly, Topeka; D. A. Dawson, N. M., at 10:05 a. m.
way. At Kennedy, with Atchison, Tochapel and the cross over It that 1 Banner, Newark, Ohio; P. J. Lnoey,"
(a) Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry.
peka & Santa Fe Railway. At TorAnd It to work a miracle on my Kansas City ; F. H. Moore, New York ;
Track Connection with A., T, & S. F. Ry.
might
t
t
rance with El Paso & Southwestern
(b)
John D. W. Vceder, F. O. Blood, Las
return."
Livery Service to Van Houten, N. M.
A.
W.
System.
EH Piatt, though a converted man, Vegas; Edith Wllman, Raton;
(c) Track Connection with E. P. & S. W. Ry.
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
though his conscience Is far tenderer Root, Los Angeles; D, Rosenbach, J. VAN HOUTEN, V, P. & Gen. Mgr. W- - A. GORMAN, G. F. and P. A.
General Freight and Passenger Agent.
than that of millions of his brothers, re- Chicago.
RATON, NEW MEXICO.
and as such his
mains an
Claire.
road Is more thorny than before. But
Fay Sperry, Mark B. Thompson. Las
there is no temptation for him to at- Cruces; B. G. Stone, St. Louis; s. (J.
tempt to ameliorate his condition by Hall Trinidad; Charles E. Dagenette,
"Well, what Is It?" asked the coroner.
dishonesty. He Is waiting for release, Albuquerque; Frank Lyons, Kennedy;
for a different reward, In the hereafter,
"Nothing; only that au Idcntificatloi
Henry Essinger, J. P. Earickson, Iis
Is he not nearer than his follows to Vegas; Jame3 E. Peters, Fred W.
by a blind mau is a travesty on JusMall and Passenger Line between Island train due at 2 a. m.
that Christianity when to be a Chris-Ha- n Browne, Chicago; J. B. Mackee, Las Roswell, N. M., and Torrance, N. M.,
tice."
Running time between the two
at
meant martyrdom?
Mow does that concern you?" asked
5 hours, meals furnished
connection
Denver.
G.
Hill
points
Included,
Howard,
Sunday
Jally
Vegas;
Original.
FRANK P. CHENEY.
the coroner, looking at the prlsonei
with all trains on the Rock Island Camp Needmore, free of charge,
Normandle,
Original.
Ell Piatt was having a hard time to
Excursion parties accommodated by
The coroner was seated at his desk, with a new Interest.
R. G. Miller, Benson, Arizona; C. L. and Santa Fe Cential Railways.
make a living. He went from house
the company two days in
"Only generally," replied the prison to house
James
before which on supports rested a cofRoswell
notifying
at
Leave
be
article
Kansas;
Melrose,
little
A
Briley,
SlctKOn
any
lp.m.
selling
Story.
of
Rock
advance.
StafW.
J.
fin containing the dead body of a er, endeavoring to resume nis care could
arrival
cn
Torrance
Leave
to
him
Arizona;
trust
The
wilh,
a
Bisbee,
late
John
dealer
famous
In
his
Stetson,
get
young girl of the poorer class. She had less wanner.
'
and his life was passed principally In day as a theatrical manager, was hat- ford, Espanola; James F. Hopper,
Agents for the Bulck Automobiles, one of the best known and
"By what means," said the coroner
been found murdered the night before
looking In at doors which were slam ing a yacht built, and a friend, meeting Sherman, Texas.
all purposes on the market.
for
Machines
Best
know
"can
to
the
No
you
your
town.
witness,
Into
the
on a road leading
Coronado.
,
med In his face. One day, receiving him on the street, asked him what
one knew her, and the body had been daughter?"
Domingo Hays, Torfirio Gallegos,
no answer to his ring at a handsome he was going to name the boat. "I
Two of the best known and best
on
her
hands
face,
me
Let
put my
held as long as seemed best for idenresidence, ho tried the knob, opened haven't decided yet," replied John, "but Las Vegas; William Hill, Espanola.
Address all communications and lo
machines for all purposes on the
tification. The only person to whom and I will know her at once."
no
It
will be some name commencing with
the door ami walked in. Hearing
market.
qulrles to me
An ashiness spread Itself over the
the slightest suspicion attached was a
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy a Favsound, he reconnoilered as far as the S, probably either Psyche or Cinch."
inuu who bad been seen walking on features of the prisoner.
second story, from a back window of
orite,
tilt
said
to
the
him
"Lead
been
body,"
the road near where the body had
Omen of the Wedding; Hlngr.
which he saw a woman lu the yard
"We prefer Chamberlain's Cough
on
it."
hands
his
"and
place
At the close of a recent divorce case
found. The police of the neighboring oroner,
clothes. The premises had
Remedy to any otter for our chilThe old man's hand was placed on hanging up
a woman spectator remarked:
towns had been notified, and the man
in her care. Pull-luleft
been
dren,"
says Mr. L J. Woodbury of
evidently
An
"I knew they wouldn't pull together Twining, Mich. "It has also done the
had been arrested and Ideutiiled by the (he waist. lie started. He ran nis
a bureau drawer, he sav, a
open
ho came to the
.
.
.
.
.
very long. The crease made by her work for us in hard colds and croup,
person who had seen him. The prisoner gers up the body till
box and, opening the box, a small forneck, when be uttered a moan. Quick
was undergoing bis examination.
wedding ring proved that. When she and we lake pleasure in recommendIn jewels.
tune
I saw
"Did you ever see the deceased be- ly he passed his hand over the face
The human mind is capable of great had been married six months
it." For sale by all druggists.
from chin to forehead and staggered.
off one dny.
The ing
fore?" asked the coroner.
a very small space of! her take her ring
in
deliberation
"Oh, Maggie, Maggie!" he moaned.
so
could
was
faint
left
It
had
mark
"Never."
you
Ell Piatt's certainly was. He
Butchers' shipping certificates, such
"Your daughter?" asked the cor- time.
You can always gauge
"What were you doing on the road?"
had never stolen or robbed. Indeed, hardly see It.
as are required by law, printed in
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the Impres
quickly.
"1 am a commercial traveler and
he had calculated the chances of such the length of a marriage by
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stead of waiting for a train. It was so
The goods were some cases the ring,
the blind man's sobs; then he was led ly against dishonesty.
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too
away Into the
In this case."
large,
usually recovered, and the thief went tlrely
For Rheumatic Sufferers.
a mark as that Indicates
"Did you see anything of this girl on away. The coroner turned to the
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skin,
her before."
lumfree man again recover the treasure
streak on the flesh. In that case look rheumatism, sciatica, lame back,
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"There is no evidence against you,
a
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When In need of anything in the
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proved
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to
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printing
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will
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but
tunity
you
discharge,
a brick jiinkshop. Somebody had once
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Marager.
scaffold.
inspect the telltale mark. The faces invitations, briefs, call on the New
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anything but a ministerial
tossed Ills hat on the
d the confusion of books and
papers and sat down In his study to
think It over. It was such a ridiculous
situation that at first he had been mildly amused at It, but now pshaw! Why
couldn't he Ignore it?
But It had passed the stage when
It could be Ignored. In the past three
days he had been told five times that
his congregation would like very much
to see him married. Nor had these remarks been the half Jocular words on
his bachelor condition that he had often heard since coming to the church
at Littleton, but had been earnest
words of advice expressed by the most
prominent members of his flock.
lie was popular In the parish, and
his two years' pastorate had been productive of good results, but there had
been one thing lacking.
Accustomed for years before hlssad-ven- t
to the service of a most devoted
minister and his able wife whoso home
had been Hie center for a vigorous
church life, the people' simply could
not get used to a minister in a boarding house, Upsides, there stood the
flue new parsonage empty. Certulnly
It was his duty to live up to the demands of his people. When Miss Gilbert, the wealthy maiden lndy who had
contributed so much to the church,
both in money and good deeds, died
two years ago the parsonage she was
building for the church was not quite
'
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company
church officers, and the minister found
himself on the train bound for the
east and the "vision."
The minister's wooing was brief and
blunt, but Miss Helen At water was
not very nuicli taken by surprise. The
acquaintance Iipkuu In Scotland the
previous summer had ripened fast on
shipboard ou the return passage and
been brought to fruition by some
months of correspondence. She even
consented to a speedy marriage, and
us she was llvinc with u married
cousin In Boston the minister took Uis
bride from there ten days from the
day he lert Littleton.
But the blissful days of his honeymoon failed to bint out entirely the re
membrance of his church and his work
and his people. True, in the tumult of
happiness that had possessed him since
that day when their clumsy iutcifcr
once had driven lilm, actually driven
lilin, into the Joy thafwas now his he
had almost forgotten their plans for
him, but now It all came back to him
and ho realized that lie did owe them
something, for who knows how Ion;
he would have doubted and feared had
not the terror of "Miss Nell" been
upon him?
Suddenly the minister laughed aloud.
It was nil so funny to him now. Mrs
Morris, silting beside her husband, was
astonished at his mirth and looked it
know von'IJ think
"Well, dearest,
me crazy, but it Is really too good to
You didn't know that I asked
keep.
you to marry mo so as to prevent my
congregation marrying tne to some one
else, did you?" And out came the
whole story, his mental picture of
"Miss Nell" and all,
lou Know, he concluded, "I never
for a moment thought of her side of It.
I was concerned for my own safety.
What In the world a woman like her,
with money and property and the
world at her feet, would want with a
poor struggling minister I cau't conceive. But 1 had heard so much of her
and the people so evidently had set
their minds ou it, I tell you I was in a
regular funk over It. It drove me to
put my timid hopes to the test for yon,
sweetheart."
There was a peculiar smile hovering
around Mrs. .Morris' lips, and for a
minute or two shu said nothing.
"What Is It, dear?" asked the minis
tor auxiously. "You are not vexed, are
you?"
hesitatingly, "not exactly,
but I am Just thinking how beautifully
you have played Into your congrega
lion's hands, for, do you know, Calvin,
you have really and truly married that
domineering person, 'Miss Nell.' "
"Married 'Miss Nell!'" repeated the
minister blankly, staring at his wife's
flushed, laughing face.
"Yes, truly. I am Helen Gilbert At
water, called 'Miss Nell' at the old home
In Littleton.
Listen, dear. I had no
thought of deceiviug you at first. I did
not know you were in the church at
Littleton till we reached New York ou
our voyage home. You know we were
pretty well acquainted then, but I
neither of us knew our own heart. I
often Intended to tell you In a letter,
but somehow I couldn't. I felt that if
you knew it might make a difforeuce.
You were poor, comparatively. I had
all that money and property. And
and I loved you, dear, too much then
to have you leave me.
"Then at the end you took me by
storm. I have been too happy to talk
of anything like that, and I had been
waiting till you would say something
of your work to tell you all about myself."
"But, my dear, why Atwater? It
was always Miss Nell Gilbert," The
minister was still bewildered.
"Yes, my aunt did not like my fa titer,
the man whom her young sister married, and never mentioned his name.
"I was always called Gilbert at
home, but of course I had no reason
for discarding my name. There are
plenty of people In Littleton who know
my real name, but never used It, for I
was but a baby when I went to live
with my mint after my father's death.
Really, dear, you needn't he alarmed.
I am not half as bad as I was painted.
I won't try to run the church or manage the organist or or"
"Or any one except the minister,"
finished her husband. "Well, the surprise lscertaluly on metbut I muB&get

The Uev. Calvin Morris knew he
would use it in time. Iudeed, all unknown to his people, vague plans had
been floating through the minister's
head for some mouths, and he hud frequently looked very reflectively at the
quiet house beside the church.
But the real vexing, disquieting
point of the whole matter was that the
congregation had not only decided that
'
he should marry, but apparently had
fixed on whom he should marry. This
was assured the night he took tea with
Mrs. Thorpe, one of the most active
ladles In his church, when the chief
.
topic of conversation was Miss Nell
Gilbert.
Now, Mr. Morris had taken a most
unreasonable and unmlnisterial dislike
to Miss Gilbert, a member of his
church whom he had never seen. She
was the niece of the great Miss Gilbert and had lived with her aunt until
the latter's death, when the great
house ou the hill had been closed.
Since then the young lady had traveled, so the minister had never seeu her.
He had heard a great deal of her,
though, and had formed an impression
of a person of undoubted energy and
ability, accustomed to have things just
as she wanted and Inclined to be domineering. "Miss Nell" had Ideas of her
own on church music. "Miss Nell" had
designed this and had attended to that.
It seemed to the ndulster there was a
little too much of "Miss Nell" every'
where.
Tall and muscular and aggressive
himself, accustomed to shouldering
burdens and clearing difficulties, the
Itev. Calvin had, of course, an Ideal of
feminine grace very different from his
own vigorous personality. Indeed, as
he sat thinking In his study that morn-lua smile rose to the firm lips and
softened the austere Hues Into which
he bad framed them as he saw in his
mind's eye a petite, graceful form,
soft, appealing dark eyes and masses
of cloudy browu hair. Alas for the
plans of the people who had made up
their ndnds that "Miss Nell" and the
minister would be an eminently well
fitted pair.
But the vision faded quickly, and
the many hints that had been dropped
during the last few days flashed in
'
rapid succession through his mind.
"Miss Nell" was coming home next
week.
He would be thrown at her
head and she at his by his well meaning flock until something happened.
Oh, he well knew how It would be
done.
The opportunities a congregation possesses for annoying Its minister and-- making hi in do things he does
not want to do are legion, He supposed every lady of the aid society had
planned some function to which he
must go and meet "Miss Nell." The
minister groaned. Already the subject ; had assumed alarming proportions. He could not, be would not,
stay round and be made a football of,
to be tossed Into any woman's arms.
Again came unbidden that alluring
vision of brown hair and eloquent
eyes. It was preposterous! How could
they badger him now, just as bis heart
was beating, more madly every day
for some one? Ah, If he were only
sure! Did that friendship, formed a
few short mouths ago, .that soul satisfying friendship, mean to the girl of
the vision what It had come to mean
to him? Could he, dare he, offer her
his love? He had been living since
then In a beautiful dream. Suppose
that dream should be f ulfllled?
He hesitated. Dreaming had been
so sweet he feared the awakening.
Dare he risk "the last leaf?" With a
bound be sprang to his feet. He could
ITjtou cannot afford to say Tor s
and he would. He would please him- dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
ew Mexican Review and get tne
self In the choice of a wife anyway,
and, If fortune favored him, give his cream of the week's doings. It is t
officious congregation & surprise and a good paper to send to your friends
sharp lesson.
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boring town secured a supply for uext tion of the attractive circulars aent
out
business
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even with those' people some way."
The news of the minister's marriage

spread like wlldtire through the town.
He had scut a laconic message to one
of his church otitcers to the effect that
he had been married In Boston and
would occupy his pulpit the following
Sunday. That was all. Married, after
all, and none of his congregation knew
a word about It. Who was Rhe? Nobody knew. Conjecture was rife on
every point and one version after another of the story of his wedding found
quick credence. Some of the older
members of his (lock were thunderstruck. To think that Mr. Morris should
trick them like that and be engaged all
the time. They had Just set their
hearts on his marrying ''Miss Noll,"
whom everybody knew and loved.
They were accustomed to "Miss" Nell"
and her ways. But a stranger to steal
their beloved minister!
All week long the tongues wagged
lucessantly over the minister oud his
bride, but at Saturday midnight nooue
had seen either of them. The church
was packed Sunday morning. The bells
bad ceased ringing, and only a few late
comers saw the (illbert carriage drive
up to the door anil the minister and a
lady alight from It.
Straight up the middle aisle he led
her, sweet and demure looking, while
the orgun played softly and the silence
of the church could be felt. At the Gilbert pew he left her, and the congregation, had a good view of the sweet face
framed in the masses of soft brown
hair. Mrs. Thorpe almost Jumped out
of her seat. It was none other than
"Miss Nell." Glance followed glance
nil over the church. The minister certainly had surprised his coi aregatlon.
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ARITHMETIC.

IN

Subtract 45 Prom 45 and Have 45 a
a Iteiualnder.
If you were asked to subtract 40
from 43 and have 45 as a remainder,
you would be likely to say that the
proposition Is either a "catch" or an
impossibility. But here it Is, set down
In plain figures, and you will find that
It Is neither oue nor the other:
1

2

7
3

6

4

5
6

4
0

S
7

2
8

1
9

804197532

Here, you see, are the nine digits
from 9 to 1 written down In that order, and below them are the same
digits from left to right, and you will
see that each line makes 43, and you
will find that the remainder the third
line adds up 43.
Another little exercise Is to set down
the following fifteen figures and than
see If you can use six of them In such
a way as to make a total of 21:

One way of doing it Is to take the
two 7's, one g and one 1, which mate
four figures, footing up 20, and then to
use two other figures as a fraction to
represent oue. Kor example, 7 plus 7
plus 5 plus 1 plus 3-- 3 equals 21. Balti
more Sim.

NEW MEXICAN IARGAIN8.
Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing Com
pany: Code of Civil Procedure ot the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheet
bound fl; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, 5; Missouri Code
Pleadings; $6; the two for 110: Adapt
ed to New Mexico Code, Lews of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish
and Spanish
pamphlet, 12.25; full
Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.60:
Sheriff's
Flexible
Potikei
Cover
Docket,
two
ot
single, $1.25;
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Su
preme Court Reports, Nos 3 to 10. in
elusive, delivered at 'publisher' price,
H.30 each; Compilation Corporation
ews, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws
50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
Reports, full sheep, $6.60, delivered;
full list school blanks.
The New Mexican Printing Company
prepared to do the best of brief
work in short order and at very reas
onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
have their briefs printed rapidly and
correctly and to present them to the
Supreme Court' now in session here
on time, should call on the New Mex
ican Printing Company and leave the!
iraers.
When in need of anything on earth,
try a New Mexican want ad. It will
positively bring results.
Subscribe for the Daily New Mexi
can and got the news.

r

The Agent

of

the

Tagblatt Property
Original,
Old Stelger, who had charge of the
Tagblatt house and grounds, was prob-

ants, and they wont to htm together.
"You have accepted the Tagblatt
property for a year?" he asked.
"One year. Here Is the lease.
It
expired a month ago. To whom shall
we pay rent?"
"Steiger has disappeared. After discovering this I looked up the will,
which Is on record. It seems that Tagblatt had n shrew for a wife, and they
were always quarreling.
Mrs. Tagblatt died first, and when her husband
followed her he left their home to the
devil."
"To the devil!" exclaimed Chris and
Gretchen, the woman crossing herself.
"Yes, to the devil, with the provision
that if any couple could bo found to
live In It one year they were to be Its
owners."
"Gott in blmmel!" exclaimed

ably the worst landlord that has ever
been seen ou the face of the globa.
When Tagblatt died, Steiger was
custodian of his property by
the court, and Steiger was then 9
young man. The conditions of the
will had excited a great deal of comment at the time of Tagblatt's death,
but that had been so long ago that ce
one living seemed to know nurthlLg
about it. Many persons had rented
the property, but no one could be found
vv here
who could get ou with the landlord vt
this agent uamed Steiger
agent, or whatever he was, and not a c.itne from and where he got his an
tenant had remained a year.
thority no one seems to know. He got
The place was situated near the fott hold of the property before I came on
of the Ilarz mountains, ou the out- the bench. But that Is now of no Imskirts of a village. The village had portance. I will have the property
grown to be a eity, and, having envel- made over to you Jointly."
"Jesu Maria! We have beeu paying
oped the property, old Tagblatt's bequest had grown very valuable that rent to the devil."
Is, the land had, for the house was al
F. A. M1TCHEL.
most uninhabitable from age.
THE
OF LIFE.
QUESTION
If Steiger was the worst laudlord in
the world, Chris aud (Jretchen Rheln-hear- t Man's Prua-rruand the Hooka of the
were the best teuants. The rentEighteenth
Century.
al of the Tagblatt property bad never
In what mankind called "progress'
been high, and when Chris and Oretch-ethe world was led by illusion, advanc
were married they decided to take ed
by lies.
Everybody hated work,
it. This they did with open eyes, for
which was the only health. Even the
knew
all
old
about
they
Steiger and
spoke dolefully of "the curse
his ways. Hans was a carpenter any preacher
of Adam." Everybody wanted to be
could make repairs himself. So the
rich, which meant imhappine.ss; every
young couple decided to take the place body wanted to be
Idle, which meant
at the low rental and not trouble the death.
Change was regarded as proglandlord to do anything for them. By
and to find oue different from
this means they lioped to be let alone ress,
oneself was to find one worse than
and not Juive any trouble.
oneself. And with all theso I sympaChris spent a good ileal of time when
them to be wrong.
be first went into the house endeavor-- ! thized, knowing
I had listened to moralists and beto
make
habitable.
it
came
lag
Sieger
lore an was none discerned mat a
along while he was at work aud with
the usual abuse aud oaths threatened question of morals was a Question of
If he made any changes In the house latitudes, and vice related to the equa
he would prosecute him under the law. tor. Cruelty was a' creature of the
the tropics tortured
Chris desisted for the time being, but thermometer;
when Steiger went away he proceeded what the arctics nursed. Happiness
was born of contrast when it wasn't
with his repairs.
However, it was plain that there born of temperament, and Third avewould be no peace In the house, aod nue laughed oftener than Fifth. One
the couple talked over t lie mutter of man committed suicide, another gave a
leaving it. They finally decided to feast. Each was worth $20,000. The
stay, Chris for the reasou that he was suicide had been a millionaire, the
I considered
too determined to be driven out and feast giver a pauper.
Gretchen because she was of such a merchants and gamblers. There was
sweet disposition that she was fitted but one difference when the merto get on with Satau himself.
But chant's resources ended his credit endSteiger seemed determined to drive ed; when the gambler's resources endthem out. They made it difficult for ed his credit began. When the gamhim by denying him pretexts.
The bler was down his fellow gamblers
reut they Invariably paid before It was helped him; when the "merchant was
due. They never asked for anything to down his fellow merchants fell upon
be done to the property.' Indeed, what him and tore him like wolves.
ever patching they did was for Us im
Progress? A wise man proved it by
provemeut, as any court would have pointing to a railroad and asking me
decided.
Notwithstanding all this care to remember stagecoaches. I asked
Steiger made it so hot for them that why it was better to travel DOO miles
Chris at last gave out and told Uretch In a day than to travel ninety. He
en that he must either give up their said one could reach Chicago In a day
lease or go into a lunatic asylum. and night. I replied that one couldn't
Gretcheu's lovable disposition seemed reach Calcutta In a day and night, He
not a whit shaken, and they decided said that medicine and surgery had
that thereafter Chris should keep out advanced; that we now saved lives we
of Stelger's way aud she would receive used to lose. 1 asked
why It was Imthe abuse.
portant to save lives that must oue day
Then came a tussle between good die; also I pointed out that we saved
and evil. When Steiger was seeu com weaklings to wed
weaklings and prolug down the street Chris would esduce weaklings, which was progressing
cape by a back door and when the old backward. He grew angry and asked
man stopped to abuse his tenants If I favored death. I
grew angry and
Gretchen would meekly submit to the asked if he favored
birth; also I want
took
Gretchen
of
his
tongue.
lashings
ed to hear whether or no he believed
it into her lovely stupid head that if In killing weeds.
not
he
a
would
Steiger had little piety
Progress! I know nothing of medibe so unreasonable, so oue day when cine
and railways and stagecoaches
the door opened and he stood glaring and
Bavlng lives, but 1 do know about
at her she took a crucifix off the man books. And I see
by my bookcases
tel, Intending to tell him the story of that the nineteenth
did not
the Saviour. What was her surprise write so well nor In century beautiful
to see him the moment be saw It turn think so well as did things
the eighteenth,
away and hurry on down the street, with the promise all about me that the
sending back volleys of execrations, preseut century will write worse and
Just as retreating soldiers will turn and think more
heavily than either. We
fire at an enemy.
have better guns, clocks, plows, sewlua
But Gretcheu had found an expemachines, but they wrote better Eng
dient. After that Steiger let them llsh and
thought nobler thoughts. Al
a
alone for long while. Indeed, he did fred
Lewis in Cosmopolitan.
Henry
exnot call again till Just before the
piration of the lease, when he made a
HaroUin of Aulhori.
fierce onslaught, accuslug Gretchen of
"Very few literary meu get rich."
having been trying to burn the house.
"Perhaps it's Just as well they don't,"
She cowered before blm for a moment, answered Miss Cayeune. "If a literary
for he looked more terrible than ever man got rich enough to found libraries
she had seen him; then, taking up the he wouldn't permit people to read any
crucifix, she was beginning to tell him but his own books." Washington
ot the example and sacrifice of the Star.
figure on the cross when with a howl
he made off again, just as he had done
Widely Read.
"Did any one ever read your writbefore.
Having found a way to protect them- ings?" asked the artist, "Certalnlyl"
selves, th'sy decided to renew their responded the haughty poet. "Every
lease, but Steiger did not appear, and editor in the country has read them."
the tenants submitted the matter to
When in need ot anything on earth,
the court of wills.
try a New Mexican want ad. It will
' One day the Jude sent for the tenpositively bring results.

Wells Fargo &

ompany

IS"

txpress.
General Express Forwarders
TO

Parts of the World.

All
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Save Money and Inconvenience by
Purchasirg Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United Slates. Csrac'a, jVotp
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

Remington
Typewriter
renders double the service
f
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of any oilier writing
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The Xew Mexican

Printing Company claims to do the beat
printing and binding in the Territory says it makes a specialty
of hotter grades of printing and
binding caters particularly to
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a little
better than the average docs not claim to be the cheapest in thf
Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the pri
asked for it, and this price is based on accurate
knowledge of the
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with fhe Company in regard to the next lot of printing. Address The New
Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, .N M.

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU MND YOUKSILF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE

ARE USIJJG RUBBER STAMPS MORS

now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY 8AVS
TIMI, AND TIME 1 MONSY. STKSSI SAYi.

PRICE-LIS- T
inches long
.,
Each additional line on same stamp, 16s.
One-lin- e
and not ever 3 inches lonjj. ,10
Stamp, over
Each additional line on same stamp, IS
One-lin- e
Stsmp, over 3 and net over i inchts long. . . .IS?
Each additional line on same stamp, 20e.
Oae-lin- e
&
Stamp, over 5 inches lonj.1, per inch
Each additional line, same prie.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, lie ertta
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-hainch i siic, we ebaTg
for one line for each one-ha-lf
inch or frsetiom.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and data for ten years
SOe
Ledger Dater, month, dy and year in
8Se
Regular line Dater
iMfLm.je or Model Bami Dater
,.01.10
?ic Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wixi Chit, l.0
Pearl Chtck Protector
1 W
SELF INKING STAMP PADS,
I0e:
lhtl, 10c; 8i3J, Ho; Jr3f. lc; Si4J, Wc;
One-lin-

e

Stamp, not over
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RECEIVED TODAY

FRESH

through one of the wooden slats. It
was necessary to chain the wolf in
one corner of the crate before he
could continue on his journey.
Francisco Lucero and Filborto Blea
were tried for being drunk and disorderly this morning by Police Judge
Jose Maria Garcia, and were fined $5
ami the costs of the court. They being unable to pay their fines, were put
to work on the streets. Lincoln Aveis being
nue, near the postofflce,
leveled by this kind of labor.
Train report at 3 p. m. Santa Fe
train No. 3 from the East was reported
five hours late; train No. 2 from the
South and West was reported seven
hours late; train No. 10 from the
South was on time; train No. 1 from
the East was reported on time; trains
Nos. 9, 7 and 8 are to arrive after
midnight. The Santa Fe Central was
reported one hour late and will bring
last evening's pastern connection. The
Denver and Rio Grande was reported
on time.

(Continued from Page Four)

Walter M. Tabor, manager of the
(ilorleta Mercantile and Live Stock
Company, reached the city yesterday
from the Padernal section where he
S
has been for several days, inspecting
the sheep herds of the company now
grazing in that section. He reports
No. 250 San Francisco Street.
animals In good condition and plcuty
of grass on the range, although the
water supply in places is rather
rocery Telephone No. 4. .Meat Market Telephone No. 4S. scarce. Slight losses of ewes and
weak sheep have occurred in various
herds there on account of the cold
weather. The outlook tor the lambing
DRIED FRUIT.
and shearing season is good und he
CANNED GOODS.
Dried fruit Is now on sale from the believes this spring will be largo.
We are in receipt of a car of eastern
on the trip.
1906
etc.
crop. We are offering prunes In Mrs. Talier was with him
sauces,
cinued goods, pickles,
and
Nestor
Montoya
Fern-dell- ,
attractive
Included
the
packages.
especially
Among these are
packages a former resident of this city was an
packages,
Blue Label and Heinz brands, We
Albupa"kages we offer as fol- arrival this forenoon from his
are quoting very attractive prices on and
He was with the
home.
querque
lows:
all
the
are
very
which
these goods,
In
size, very large fruit, 15, boosters and met many old friends
best that it Is possible for high grade
FUGITIVE FOR
here.
10, and 05 cents.
factories to turn out.
enA.
F.
Professor
sized
mining
Jones,
fair
In
fruit,
size, very
THREE YEARS
Ferndell com, can 15c, doz. $1.60,
gineer, was one of the Albuquerque
10, 25 and 40 cents.
case $3.00.
We also have the fruit in bulk and booster visitors in the city today.
Francisco Lucero Wanted In GuadaFerndell Telephone Peas, can 15c,
Hon. V. B. Childers. former United
boxes.
in
case $3.00.
lupe County Arrested By Mounted
On full boxes our price Is very at States attorney for New Mexico and
Officers at Moriarty.
20c.
15c
and
can
Ferndell Tomatoes,
tractive; if you can use so much ask a leading lawyer of the Duke City,
Blue Label Corn, can 15c.
was a member of the booster's party
for price.
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez,
Blue Label Peas, 2 cans for 35 cents.
Dried Apples, per pound, 10 cents. that reached the Capital this morning
reached Santa Fe today from points
Blue Label Tomatoes, can 20 cents.
from
per
Apples,
very
Albuquerque.
fancy,
Evaporated
In the Estancia Valley.
Sunday at
Heinz' Baited Beans, 15, 20, and 25
Dr. C. H. Conner, an osteopath who
cents.
pound, 12
the mounted policeman,
cents.
Moriarty,
25
in
Albuquerque, while
enjoys a line practice
Evaporated Apricots, per pound,
Heinz' Apple Butter, 15 and 25
resting his 'horse, saw a figure
reached the city at. noon today to at
cents.
down the street that looked
cents.
passing
Evaporated Peaches, per pound, 20 tend the mieetlng of the Board of familiar. Tie followed the man and
Heinz' Chow Chow or Mixed Pickles
'he
of
is
which
25 cents.
and
president.
Osteopathy
pint," 15 cents.
recognized him as Francisco Lucero,
2 pounds of California Figs, eating, Mrs. Conner is with the Doctor. This
wanted in Guadalupe County for the
is her first visit to the Capital and
for 25 cents.
of two horses. Lucero for three
theft
SUNBURST.
1 pound of California Figs, cooking, she is very pleasantly Impressed.
years has been a fugitive from Jusof
Tucumcari
A.
Max
10
Mrs.
cents.
for
of
Tafoya,
canned
vegThe Sunburst Brand
where night overtook
A little lemon
added to figs or is in the city visiting her mother and tice, sleeping
The
etables is packed in Kansas.
him and always keening within easy
to
Miss
flavor.
the
relatives. She was formerly
freight rate is lower than from far- peaches in cooking adds
access of the mountains. He had come
ther east and the goods are of very Dried fruit should be soaked over Isahelita Apodnca of this city, and to Moriarty for provisions. Mounted
fine quality. We offer the following night or for several hours and then was married to Max Tafoya of Tucum- Policeman Gomez covered "him with
cooked slowly In the same water until cari, about two years ago. She ex- a
bergains for the present:
six shooter and ordered him to
Marrowfat Peas, cau, tender. Quick cooking without soak- pects to remain in the Capital for a throw
Sunburst
up his hands. Lucero was at
while, before returning to 'her home.
12
ing will ruin the best dried fruit.
case $2.25.
to run but finally surinclined
first
finest imported
2 pounds of the
Chief Clerk Frank Staplln, of the
Sunburst Early June Peas, can
Ho was taken to Estanrendered.
and Mrs.
House of Representatives,
dates for 25 cents.
12
case $2.50.
cia and turned over to Mounted Po
Dates stuffed with English walnut Staplln. have returned from Taos
Early June, xtia sifted Peas, can
liceman Julius Meyers who is now en
sad
or other nut meats make a delightful where they went last week on ft
15; case $15.00.
route jvlth him to Guadalupe County.
mission of attending the funeral of
confection.
Sunburst Corn, can 10, case $1.75.
"I have been looking for Lucero ror
Patrick Lyons, the father of Mrs.
"Several
some time," said Gomez.
his
Staplln. Mr. Staplln resumed
months ago, I found his horses, two he
House
of
the
chief
clerk
duties as.
had stolen from a Guadalupe County
today.
rancher, in south Santa Fe County.
Among the boosters who reached I
returned the animals to their owner
the city this forenoon from Albuquerbut was unablo to catch Lucero until
promthe
were
noticed
following
que,
inent citizens of the Duke City: Ex- Sunday.
Mounted Officer Gomez also made
$S.75
Delegate H. B. Fergusson,
Genuine Cerrillos lump, ton. $0.00 Anthracite furnace, ton
another arrest while enrouto here
and
A.
Frank
Hubbeli,
$3.00
lbs..
Sawed wood, per 1,000
$5.75
Monero lump...
his
Justo It. Armijo. They came to from Estancia. A man who gave Mo$3.50
wood, per cerd
$5.50 Four-foo- t
Raton lump
in
Wilburde
as
name
appeared
boost
for
Montoya's
Representative
Anthracite mixed, per ton.. $8. 75
bill. They do not want much, only riarty as the Legislator's special train
ten or twelve thousand dollars of the pulled In to that station on the Santa
Wilburde,
Territorial irrigation funds for the Fe Central last Friday.
the influunder
considerable
was
who
Granin
No.
the
Rio
85,
of
dikes
S.
'Phone
construction
F.
T.
A.,
Near
Depot.
OFF If' E; Garfield Ave..
and
de Valley a few miles north of Al ence of drink, drew a
head began to perbuquerque to guard against overflows waving it over his
He
of the Rio Grande which is expected forate the atmoaphero with lead.
this spring and which if it comes to was "considerably surprised when a big
from somepass will greatly injure much valuable hand suddenly came down
away
the
wrenched
section.
that
in
where,
agricultural land
V. H. H. Llewellyn, the eff- and seized him by the collar. Gomez
Major
ANYTHING
COST
IT DOESN'T
icient U. S. Attorney for New Me vino was the owner of the hand. Wilburde
arrived in Estancia today to give tes- was taken before a justice of the
a
VISITORS ARE ALWAYS
TO COME IN AND LOOK AROUND.
timony in the case of the Tenltory peace and charged with nourishing
vs. Jap Clark Indicted for the mur- deadly weapon. He explained that lie
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR NOT.
der fif Demitv Sheriff James M. was "feeling good and had nothing
Phase. Malor Llewellyn will be in whntever neralnst the atmosphere of
1
ancla until Clark's trial Is finished! New Mexico that caused him to shoot
Fe for a it so full ot holes."
and then come to Santa
MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT
short visit.
In view of the apology and of the
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES. ELEGANT STOCK OF NAVAJO
Gregorlo Herrera, a Santa Cruz, f.lct (nat wiburde had used up about
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
farmer, reached the CltV today, lie all of his spare ammunition, the jus
MEXICAN DRAWN WORK GOING AT COST.
is a delegate to the Good Roads' Con- tice of the peace relieved him of the
vention which will meet this evening.
and fined him five dollars.
A. It. Gilford, of El Paso, secretary
Mounted Policeman Gomez will re
CENTS
FDR
FIVE
of the International Mining Congress, main in Santa Fe awaiting orders
FIVE SOUVENIR POSTAL CARDS
was an arrival in the Capital City from Cantaln Fred Fornoff who Is
on this morning's train from the still in Estancia.
Miss
You
south. He came to attend the session of the Good Roads' Convention.

CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI-

30-4-

COAL s WOOD

-

j

CAPITAL GOAL YAED.

r

Dr. C. H. Conner, of AlbuquerA.
president, and Dr. Charles
Wheelon. of Santa Fe, secretary. Al
ter disposing of routine business Dr.
HASHISH DREAMS Mitchell
Miller of East Las Vegas presented his dinloma from a recognized
college, was examined and admitted
to practice osteopathy in New Mexico.
(Continued f rom rage une.j
The board then adjourned to meet at
be fully explained by the old couplet the call ot the president.
which tells us
Appointed Notaries Public.
"No rogue ne'er felt the halter draw,
The following have been appointed
With good opinion of the law."
notaries public by Governor Hager-man- :
The paper tells a lie in the above,
that maliciously and knowingly; The
H. S. Rowley, Quay, Quay County;
men who Inspired this lie know this S. G. Anderson, Carrizozo, Lincoln
ma
the
to be so. This talk about
County; M. A. Miera, Tina, Taos
chine, about the gang, etc., is the County; H. J. Anderson, A. L.
veriest humbug and were it not that
Elida, Roosevelt County; J.
the articles In the Albuquerque Fakir C. Habeimer,
Sandoval
Thornton,
repubesiime
the
good
besmirch and
F. A. Becker, Belen, Valencia
iChn nonnln County;
M.
fnmn
f.,t
IfcUlWH UUU lilt) icui ittmc Ji ma Juyiu
LOunl' '
of New Mexico, it would be better to
.
in
rthey
their
them
entirety;
ignore
would not be worth noticing; they SESSION OF HIS- are merely the vaporlngs of diseased
TORICAL SOCIETY
minds, of gangrened minds and of a:
few men who desire to have their own
Scheduled
of, Two Important Meetings
way in this Territory, regardless
GatherPublic
Future
Near
for
consequences, regardless of the good
of the people, regardless or law, reing Tomorrow Evening.
gardless of the decisions of the court.
There Is plenty of room for honest
At the Historical Society's public
differences of opinion upon the quesIn the hall of the House of
meeting
tomortion and as long as such is honestly
Representatives in the Capitol
nml ,fair1v exnressed on either side. row
the president, Hon. L.
evening,
no fair minded mau and no fairly con Bradford Prince will make a report ot
ducted newspaper would have occa- the
dur
operations of the Society
sion for criticism and will make none.
the nnst two years; n.
ing
favPut when honorable citizens who
Twitchell will speak on "A Monument,
or the passage of the bill assailed as
to Coronado," and Judge A. J. aduou
has been the case foivthe past few on "The Pueblo Indians." Judge Ah
weeks by the Albuquerque Fakir and
bott expects the governors of two of
its controllers by slime and libel, a
and possibly three to be
Seventeen the pueblos
halt should be called.
There will also be an exhipresent.
members of the House of Representabition of some of the recent exhibitives of the Assembly have voted
tions of the Society and a general disin
have
for the bill
question and
of historical topics.
cussion
placed themselves on record accord
Meeting February 26th.
ingly. These men were elected by
The meeting on February 2Cth will
very heavy majorities only three
On
months ago to the positions which bo, In pait, a Pike Centennial.
Wicv hold and are, therefore, directly that very day, exactly a hundred years
and fresh from the people. A stream before, Lieutenant Pike was Informed
cannot rise higher than its source and by the Spanish officer sent from SanIf thesA renresentatlves
are what the ta F, that 'his fort was on New MexAlbuquerque Fakir, its kindred sheets ican soli; and the next day started for
and the gangsters behind them, say this city. At this meeting there will
they are, then the people of New be an appropriate address on "Pike
Mexico are truely and surely corrupt, in New Mexico."
dishonest, boodlers and grafters.
In addition Professor Garrison will
This Is the nronosltion In a nut make an address on "The Pueblo of
shell and is presented as it ought to San Cristobal and Its People," and
be. It is a question between the peo this will be illustrated
by lantern
ple and those opposed to the will of slides, which the Society Is now
the neonle. That there are some men
nrenared bv a local photographer.
among them who are sincere and hon Another interesting - feature of this
est In their opposition, the New Mexi- meeting" will be a talk by Professor
can believes and fairly so states. That A. M. Esnlnosa. ot the University of
others are opposed, simply to get ev voor Movirn hi Albudiierauo on the
en, to obtain revenge, for sell ag "Spanish- of New Mexico and South
grandizement to rule or to ruin, is ern r.oiivraiio." - Professor isispinosa
Unt- successful contradic is
too plain for
professor of languages in the
tion.
veristy.
"Those who run may read and those
who read may run." The New Mexi
When in need ot anything on earth,
can Is perfectly willing to abide by
a New Mexican want ud. it win
try
the judgment and verdict or tue peopositively bring result.!.
In the matter. FAKIR
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THE CURIO MAN.
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Tonight in Hall
House Every One Invited,
Including Ladies.

First Session
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TO STREET BRIGADE
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the Following Private
Land Claims Have Been
"
Received.
Nlcolaa Duran de Chavez Grant
Colorado
Plaza
Valencia County.
Grant. Rio Arriba County. San Ma
teo Spring Grant, MoKinley and Va
Dona Ana Bend
lencia Counties,
Colony Grant. Dona Ana County. An
tonio Sedlllo Grant, Bernalillo andVa- lencia Counties, Sevilleta Grant, So
corro County.
Meetina of Board of Osteooathv
The Board of Osteopathy of the Ter- r torv of New Mexico met this atter
noon In the office of Dr. C. O. Wheelon
on Palace Avenue. There were pres- -
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MARKETJEPORT.

METALS.
Money on call

MONEYS AND
New York, Feb. 18
firm,
New YorJc, Feb, 18.

55

Prime mercanC; silver, C8
tile paper, 5
New York, Feb. 18. Lead steady,
G.006.30; copper firm, 25.0025.25.
lower
St. Louis, Feb. 18. Spelter
4

"
$0.75.
CLOSING

..:
MARKET REPORT.
Pfd., 99.
Atchison, 103
New York Central, 128
"

Pennsylvania, 130
Southern Pacific, 93
Pfd., 901-2- .
Union Pacific, 175
.
1141-8Conner.
Steel 40; Pfd., 104
RIBS.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND
18.
May,
Wheat,
Feb.
Chicago,
,
78
July 78
July 40
Corn, May 47
July 37
Oats, May 40
Pork May $10.75; July $16.8016.85.
Lard, May $9.05; July $9.07
July
Ribs, May $9.22
.

t,,i

WOOL MARKET.
Feb. IS. Wool

St.
Territory

steady.
23
and western medium

2S.

Fine mediums 1820.
Fine 141C.
LIVE STOCK.
18. Cattle receipts,
Feb.
Chicago,
others weak to
28,000. Best steady,
Beeves, 4.00ffl6.90
10 cents lower.
stock-Zanheifers, $1.C05.25;
Texans,
S2.B04.70;
feeders,
S3C04.7G; calves, $C.007.75.
Sheep -- Receipts,. 30,000; $A.-'g- J
lambs
Sheep, $3.405.50;
attle
U.m
Kansas City, Feb.
steady to
including 1.000 Souorners; . $
shade lower. Nat ve yiteeM
Southern steers.
G GO;
Southern cows. W.M94.75.: stock-- "
heifers
?4.501M.0; uulls
d

18.-C-

05.

em fed steers, $4.0orqo.J.
fed cows,

$2.754.50.
10,000:

Sheep-Rece- ipts.

Muttons. It700.00;
7.50; range welher,
ewes, $ 1.25U5.60.

.tejj

lambs
i..26f6.C0,

fed
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CONVENI-

ENCES FOR SICK

PARLORS

Why not spend an eve there?
Side Plaza.

8
Tonight beginning promptly at
o'clock, the Good Roads' Convention
of New Mexico will convene in the
Hall of the 'House in the Capitol. AH
dav today and on yesterday the dele
gates arrived in incoming trains and
the prospects are that this convention
will be a large and enthusiastic one.
The onenfmr address will be made by
Governor Hagerman and lie will be
followed by a number or gooo, spean
e.rs. Two objects which the assocla
tion has in mind particularly are the
comnletion of the Scenic Hignwaj
from this cltv to the Colorado line and
the marking of the famous old Santa
Fe Trail with nrooer monuments at
its terminal here and at the Colo
rado state line. This trail has been
so marked In Kansas and in Colorado
and It Is thought no more than proper
that Its terminal In New Mexico
should be indicated by a monument
of some kind.
Everv one is invited to the ses
sions of this convention, whether dele
gates or not and the ladles in parti
cularly will be 'made welcome. The
committee on entertainment has pre
pared neat programs which are being
distributed today. The program for
both 1av's sessions were printed In
Saturday's New Mexican,
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Railroad Foreman and Three Laborers
Victims of Horrible Accident
In Kentucky.
London, Ky., Feb.
were
Sutton and three ot his crew
exploa
dynamite
atoms
to
by
blown
to this
sion today at Hazle Patch,
a
county, while at work constructing
double track on the Louisville and
So terrific was
Nashville Railroad.
that the
the
of
explosion
force
the
bodies of the victims were mangled
of flesh
beyond recognition, pieces
and bone being scattered over a radius
of several hundred yards.

of
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DYNAMITE BLOWS
THREE TO ATOMS
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GOOD ROADS'
CONVENTION

Were Drunk and Disorderly and Ran
Into Policeman WIN Work Out
San Francisco Street.
Fines.
In the matter of the application of
R. II. Hanna in the First Judicial Disand Fllberto
Lucero
Francisco
trict Court for Santa Fe County In
of Santa Fe, filled
residents
Blaire,
the
which Mr. Hanna petitions for
on bad whisky yesterday afternoon
removal of Jose Leon Madrll, county up
and started in to clean out the city.
commissioner of the Third Judicial
Thev are still pursuing the work
nisitrirt nf this county, alleging that
.
, ..
.Mm tX.
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ii!L1
than they at first contemplated.
flee because he had been convicted
They were quarrelsome and looking
sentenced
been
'had
in
1879,
larceny
for trouble when they met Policeman
to the penitentiary and had not been
The officer asked
Romulo Lopez.
chambers!
in
McFie
pardoned, Judge
were
them
where
going and they
they
argument
in the court house heard
didn't know, but they
this forenoon; Hon. T, B. Catron ap- replied that they,
were on their way and having a good
Mapeared for County Commissioner
time en route. Officer Lopez then
of
behalf
in
peti
Hanna
drll and
placed them under arrest,
nein
court
the
After argument
tion,
This morning when they stood be- that he .had not the power to act in
fere
Police Magistrate Jose Ma. Gar- the matter and could not grant the
however,
giving
of
Hanna,
petition
heads as i
Hanna time until Monday next, to for wear and both held their
file a reply to the answer of Hon. T. they eyed the court.
DUDROW'S OFFICE BUILDING. Day
"Drunk?" asked the judge.
P. Catron to the petition. The matter
"Si, senor," they replied.
will again come up next Monday besaid
"Ten dollars dies pesos,"
n
fore Judge McFie In chambers at the
Residence No. 106, Grant Avenue, Foot of Pa'w Avenue, Nights
Judge Garcia.
court house.
Sunday. Telephone No. 142.
In lieu of the proper funds both men
The big wolf which Chief of Police
seized brooms and started
mournfully
United
to
sold
James McHughes
to work cleaning up the city in the
M.
Foraker,
Creluhton
Marshal
stains
As a result of arrests
a few weeUs ago.and which was ship right manner.
for drunkenness and disorderly con1 DR. DIAZ' SANITARIUM. ? ped to a park In Cleveland, Ohio, will
be
arrive at that nlace today. The anl- - duct, the main thoroughfares are
and
put
systematically
TOtlte.
OSUMlIlpd
ing
The
thoroughly
Pll
nlitnnat
m.l
V
Cor. Water St. acd (Jasper Ave.
2
In proper condition.
wooden crate In which It was confined
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